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Verbaljabs
mar voting
in Salvador

CitizellS group may
tackle code revision
Bv Paula J. Finlav
.
Stafi Wrilt·r
The
Citizens
Advisory
Committee will decide Tuesday
if it wants to tackle a revision of
the city's housing coJdf'.
Code revisior. would be l'
large task for the CAC, a
·.folunteer ~roup, and som<?
changes in technical parts of the
code would require expertise
beyond that of the committee,
CAC Chairman John Foster
said Monday.
Periodic review of the code
was recommended in a CAC
report on rental housing ac..:epted by the City Council in
February City Manager Bill
Dixon urged the CAC to take on
the task while inter~t in the
city's housing code is hi2b.
Revisions
in
technical
standardc: which have changed
over the years should be left to
city engineers, but other parts
of the code which are matters of
local policy could be examined
by the CAC, Foster said.
Revision of the code could take
six months to a year, he
estimated.
Donald Monty. COIT'.munity
development director, John
Yow,
code
en!or('~ment

director, and Morris McDaniel,
assistant cude enforcem'.:nt
director, will be at the meeting
to answer committee members'
questions about a code revi!lion.
Increased code inspections
and efforts for consumer
education are other recommendations in the CAC housing
report.
A 45-minute slide show, part
of a consumer awareness
program sponsored by the
Undergraduate Student
Organization, will be presented
by CAC member Andy Leighton
at the meeting Tuesday. Work
began last September on tht'
slide show, which is (lesigned to
inforrr· prospective renters of
their ;lghts and responsibilities
as tenants, Leighton said.
The show, which includes
slides of variClUS types of
housing in various conditions,
has been presented in three
residence halls so far. Leighton
said he hopes to shpw it in all
halls and in the Student Center.
The USO, the Chamber of
Commerce and the Carbondale
Real
Estate
Association
financed the project. It was put
tOlZether by Leighton and Jack
Crahley,
Landlord-Tenant
Union assistant director.

Puddle jumpers

Staff Photo by Scott Shaw

From left, Sharia Fayne, Artez Davis and Crystal Fayne spin their
wheels in a puddle on Sycamore Street after Monda}' 's rain.
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Oliveira trial slated for June 4
By Jeff Wilkinson
Staff Writer
Michael Oliveira, a former
SIU-C student charged with
murdering SIU-C marketing
professor Sion Raveed, is
sJleduled to stan<i trial June 4.
Raveed died from multiple stab
wounds in his basem·ent
apartment on M.arch 4 or 5 of
1!!82.

Olh eira, a Geneseo n3tive,
elude<i police for almost two
years. Until bis arrest in
Canada and subsequent return
t,. Jacks!ln County, he hadn't
been seen by investigators here
since March 20, 1982. He was
arrested on Jan. 25 of this vear
when Royal Canadian Mountt:d
Police answered a domesve
disturbance call at Oliveira's

girUriend's apartment in North
Vancouver, British Columbia.
Oliveira was then deported to
the United States and returnea
to Jackson Cour;ty.
He pleaded not guilty to a twoCoo'lt murder indictment on
March 15.
Police declintxl to comment
on the possibl~ motive for
Raveed's killing but it has been
reported that Oliv·.,ira was
employed by Raveed and was
ttismissed some time in 1981.
Oliveira's att.orney, Walter
Braud, of Rock Island, said
Oliveira'S employment b}
Raveed involved organiza.tior
of summet' marketing seminars
b. EU!'OJ,e.
Braue said a private detective, Jack White, of Rock
Island, was engaged by rus

oifice to collect information purpos<!. " The teacher said
about !t.e C8.'IP.. Braud would not Oliviera's grades were above
elaborate on thto extent of average, that he waS outgoing
Whita's investigatioll.
and
had
"a
certain
Sources said OliveIra had camaraderie with the rest of the
been enrolled in some of students. He was certainly not a
Raveed's classes and had troublemaker. "
Oliveira attended J. D.
traveled with him in Europe.
Since Oliveira's disa~ Darnall High School in Geneseo
pea rance,
most
of
hIS where he was the 1978 senior
classmates have left Car- class president. He was also
bont. ·de. At the time he WIlS president of his high school ski
named as a suspect in Raveed's cluh and captain of the varsity
death, some aC1uaintances wrestling team.
D...ascriptions of Raveed are
described him as "very quiet,"
mixed and less glowing.
"pl~nt" and "not violent."
Raveed was said to be a
One tY. Oliveira's te<.>chers
remembers him as being "an "paper" millionaire who had
exceptionally busy" 3tudent bus mess interests in South
who fr~uently missed classes. America and Europe. In the
"We didn't see a great deal of United States his business
Michel," he said, "but be W8P,
not withdrawn or lackinl2 in See OLIVEIRA, Page 3

Funds lost in computer fraud recovered
8y John :stewart
Staff Writer
SIU-C has racovered about
$630,000 of tbe $983,154 :t lost
because of computer fraud
between 1976 and 1981, and civil
suits are pending toO collect
more, said Shari Rbode, SIU-<;
chief trial attorney.
Barry Bateman, former
director of computer affairs,
and E. Hubert Massey, former
assistant director, a~ serving
three-year prison sentences for
mail fraud and interstate
transit convictions.
Bateman
and
Massey
allegedly set up dmnmy corporations and then arranged for
kickbacks from exorbitant
contracts t9 lease computer
equipment and software. The
money being recovered l)y the
University pays tht: computer
contracts, Rhode said.

To settle criminal charges,
Bateman must repay $472,66lI
and Massey must repay $185,486
within five years of their
release, or serve an additional
five years for conspiracy,
Rhode said.
A.ll internal audit in 1982
discovered computer purchaSing irregularities which
were turned over to federal
investigators. An in·"estig8~""
led to criminal charges and the
sentenc''1g of Bateman and
Massey on Sept. 'rI, 1983.
Rhode said civil settlements
have been reached with
Bateman, Massey. George
Flummer, former assistant
computer center director, and
Gerald N. Pitt.<! and Nell
Cooper, both fermer computer
researchers. A settlement was
also reached with Vicki Cannon
and
Vir. tual
Computing
Systems. Cannon was a former

employee of Bateman's and
president of Virtual, a Texas
firm which Bateman allegedly
organized in 1979.
Purchasing policies have
been changed smce the fraud
case surfaced, and contracts
are now sent out for bids. This
procedure protects SIU-C from
a similar loss, Rbode said.
Lawsuits fLIed by universities
are unusual, Rhode said in the
Chronicle of Higher Education,
but SIU-C filed civil &uits to
protect its financial integrity.
SIU-C had a strong case to get
its money back, Rhoee said,
because she knew where some
of ate assets 'fIiere.
SIU-C also negotiated an outof-eourt settlement with an
insurance company
that
provided bonding insurance f01"
University employees, because
reprt'Sentatives realized the
strength of SIU-C's evidence,

Rhode said.
Rhode could not estimate how
much more of the money lost by
sm-C would be recoven:U Oi
how much longer the University
woold have to wait, because
cases are still pending.

Gas says the University'. bill
c:llIlector knows &he debtors ill
tbe computer ease WOD't be
going anywbere
whlle.

'or •

8y Joseph fl. Frazier
Of tbe As&odated Press
SAN
SALVADOR.
El
Salvador (AP) - Unoffidal
returns
Monday
showed
moderate Jose Napol'2'On
Duarte le~ding in El Salvadot"s
first presidential election i:)
seven years, but he appeared
likely to face a runoff with rightwing
calldidate
Roderto
d'Aubuisson.
The results, counted by
Duarte's
own
Christian
Democratic Party. were
similar to estimates given by
U.S. observers who said they
were based on unofficial data
from the Central Election
Council.
The official comlt, stalled in a
dispute at the election computer
center, reslJmed Monday and
the council p:omised first
results Monday evening. Final
results may not be known until
later in the week.
"Seventy-five pt!rcent of the
people
voted
against
d'Aubuisson, against the death
squads, against the violence of
the lxt:eme right and the extreme left and against the
guerrillas," Duarte said.
D'Aubuisson denies any link
to the death squads blamed for
many of the killings ill El
Sal'lador's 4''2 years of civil
war. He: favors crushing the
guerrilias militarily; Duarte
favors negotiations. The leftists
call the ell;'('tions a "farce" and
did not participate.
Julio Adolfo Rey Prendes. the
Christian Democrats'
secretary-general said, "We
still have hopes for a first-round
victory but I personally think
we will get just over 48 percent
of the vote."
~I neither gets .:Dore than baH,
there will be a runoff between
the top two. Some express
cc:x:ern that a contest between
the bitter rivals Duarte and
d'Aubuisson could further
r.-omote instability.
Duarte said his party
estimates that 30 to 35 percent
of the people who tried to vote
couid
not
bee a i.Ise
of
irregularities,
mainly
bureaucratic bungling.
President Reagan called the
election "another victory tor
freedom over tyranny ... Those
valiant people braved guerrilla
vi-olence and sabotage to do
what we take for granted ca'.lting their vote ... "
Most disruptions were in the
province of San Salvador.and
may have kept the party from
passing the 50 percent mark,
Duarte said. The party is strong
in the province. which has about
25 percent of the country's
eli&ible voters.
Christian Democrats' figures
showed them with 47.3 percent
of the vote, WIth about half the
country's precincts reporting_

N~~:~~ss:::;!n!e~~li;;.~
percent and Francisco Jose
Guerrero's National Con~ili::.tion Party, 16.4 percent.
The official tabulation was
suspended Sunday ni2bt in a
dispute between the Christian
Democrat on the elections
C'.JUllCil, Roberto Meza Delgadc,
and the bead technician at the
tabulation center, Morgan
Bojorquez, whom Meza accused
of favoring d'Au:'uisson.
Meza ordered Bojol'f4Uez out
of the comlhltation center, a
spokesman said, and put in two
armed guards to keep him out.
The other technicians also left,
shutting the center. Counting
resumed Monday.
U.S. observers projected a
total vote of 1.3 million out Ij{ 1.8
million eligible Salvadorans, or
about a 70 percent turnout.
See SAL\> ~"R. Page 3

Space militarization a threat
to peace, says Soviet diplomat
PEORIA (AP) - Expanding
the arms race into outer space
would pose a serious threat to
world peace, a Soviet diplomat
said Monday, calling President
Reagan's call for an armed U.S.
space
station
"very
dangerous."
"We believe it could be very
dangerous if the arms race goes
into out~r space, and it could
happen wry quickly, " said
Vitaly Churkin, a member of
the Soviet Union's SALT-II
Treaty negotiations team and
now in the arms control section
of Moscow's Washington embassy.
He said preventing such a
development should be on the
agenda of arms-i:ontrol talks
between the two nations.
However, Churk.:n said
relations between the two
superpowers "are probably at
t....e loweot ebb since the end of
World War II," and that
chances for meaninJful arms
taiks between them do not
appear to be good.
"You have negotiations for
the sake of negotiations. so you

~

-News

Roundup

Analysts say interps: rate.~ may peak
W~SHIN~TON (AP) - Federal Reserve policymakers,
meetmg pnvately on monetary strategy, may alrea<ly have
moved to tighten the credit reins on a surprisingly buoyant
economy, financial analysts said Monday.
If so, they said, interest rates probably will level off soon.
But Chief White House economist Martin Feldstein
cautioned that in the longer term, it was "certainly possible"
tbat interest rates might rise further to reflect greater
demand for loans.

can tell people everything is nodded when asked if one of the
OK," he said, ~alling U.S. countermeasures was steppedstances in the talks "a up patrols close to U.S. shores
smokescreen. Things are not by Soviet nuclear submarines.
OK."
Churkin was in Peoria for a
Reagan
has
sliggested
speech to Bradley University building a permanel1t space
students during a two-day station tha! .:auld knOCK out
"Preventing
Nuclear Soviet nuclear missiles before
Court rejects execution appeal
thE' warheads entered U.S.
~~;~ c~~=~~ce~i:~ airspace.
Some re{>Orts say the
appearance Wednesday at Knox Soviets have ex~nmented with
WASHINGTON (AP) - The Supreme Court Monday
College in nearby Galesburg. "killer satellites" able to
rejected tJ-,e appeal of Ronald Clark 0 'Bryan of Texas, dubbed
Churkin, 31, sail! the Soviet d~troy U.S. defense satellites
the "O!ndl Man," who is i",dng execution for the Oct. 31, 1974
Union ieels t'bJigatecl t~ match already circling far above the
murder 0 his 6-year-old son, Timothy, with cyanide-laced
Bny military system the United globe.
Halloween candy. His execution is scheduled for Saturday.
States develops, including
The court bl()(~ked the scheduled execution nf Christopher
weapons orbiting in space.
Burger of Georgia, who drav'ned a taxi driver after stuffing
"We are not of the opinion
Churkin blamed the United
him into the tmnk of ;<l ('ab.
that building new weapons can States for the ":mraveling" of
bring someone to negotiate. It. arms-reduction
talks
ill
only leads to building more Gene-va, saying U.S. policies J Study r,-'veals high costs of smok.ing
weapons," he said.
":::re not aimed at arms con60STON (AP) - Middlt'--aged men who are heavy smokers
As an example, Churkin trol," but at giving the United
will suffer an average of $59,000 each in extra medical bills
critjcized Reagan's deployment States a c1e!!.r
nuclear
and
lost earnings during their lifetimes, according to a study
of Pershing and Cruise missiles superiority over the Soviet
of the hidden costs of cigarettes.
in Westen- Europe, saying it Union.
Making
up this loss for all smokers would require an adhad forced the Soviet Union "to
ditional tax of $3 on every padt of cigarettes, the researchers
carry
out
some
COUl,concluded.
termeasurf',5 of a military
"We likened every smoker to a gambler," said Gerry Oster,
h·ve!."
a medical economist. "And we wanted to estimate the likely
Churkin did not elaborate. but
amount of money tha t every smoker should expect to lose in
the lottery that he or she is plaving with his or her life."

Hart rips Fritz on Central America
On the eve of the connecticut
primary, Gary Hart accused
Waltill' Mondale on Monday of
having a Central American
f:f~\nW~da:.:~ to U.S.
In New York Monday. Hart
lumped Mondale's Central
American policie;; with those of
President Reagan, saying, "If
the Mondale policy or the
Reagan policies are followed,
not only will this country light a
fuse or c-.mtinue to U!nite a fuse

leading toward an explosion in
that region, I am absolutely
convioced that in this decade
we will see the loss, the ratber
large loss, of American lives in
that region."
He cited what he called
Mondale's late call for withdrawal fram Southeast Asia in
the 1970s, saying Mondale's
view of Central America is
"part of a pattern stretching
back to Vietnam, a willingness
to wait for consensus to form

and then moving out i11 front ()f
it"
I USPS 1692201

Hart wants U.S. troops out of
the area. Mondale says they
should be reduced. but a U.S.
military presence belps in talks
with Nicaragua.
Mondale said he would follow
John F. Kennedy's lead in
working for new weapons
testing treaties.
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THE COUNTDO'WN HAS BEGUN ...
There are just a few more days left in the month
of March.
Your ACTfFamily Financial Stc\tement (ACTIFFS) should be post..
marked BEFORE April 1, 1984, to be given priority consideration
for certain financial aid programs.
In order to use the 1984~85 ACTIFFS form, you MUST include SIU' school code
11144 and the ACT processing fee.

THE 1984,,85 ACTfFFS \VILL ALLOW YOU TO APPLY FOR:
.. PELLGRANT
.. ILLINOIS STATE SCHOLt~RSHIP COMMISSION MONE..
TARYAWARD
..CAM PUS" BASED AID
SUPPLEMENTAL EDUCATIONAL OPPORTUNITY GRANT
NATIONAL DIRECT STUDENT LOAN
S1UDENT TO STUDENT GRANT
..STUDENT WORK
It's true ... reading the instructions will take an extra 15 minutes, but having
to make corrections will take an extra 6 weeks and will delay the processing
of your financial aid. COMPLETE TIffi FORM CORRECTLY THE FIRST TIME.
The 1984~85 ACTlFamily Financial Statement (ACTIFFS) forms are now available
at the Office of Student Work and Financial Assistance. I:Woody Hall, B \Ving,
Third Floor)
1'\,ld for b the Office of Student Work and Financial Auistance

Page J, ~aily ~~, ~~.~. Il184 ...

Ratcliffe trial date set Sentences issued in gang rape trial
a.fter 2nd continuation
By Annt' Flasza

Staff Writer

A June 11 trial date has been
set (or Robert Ratcliffe, dean of
continuing education, who was
chars:ed with driving under the
influence last August after the
University vehicle he was
driving struck a house trailer.
Uruess further motions are
fil('(i. the jury trial will begin at
9 a.m. in the Jaclts;)n County
Courthouse in Murphysboro
with Judge Richard Watt
presidina;.
The trial was continued a
second time by request of the
prosection, according to Stan
Irvin, assistant state's attorney
for Jackson County. One of the
prosecution's expert witnesses
was unavailable on the previous

court date, he said.
Irvin said the case was
continued once before by
request of Ratcliffe's defense
attorney, Richard White of

Mr:!'~IJ~~~d John and Linda
Childers were injured when
Ratcliffe's car crossed south
U.S. Route 51 at Boskydell Road
and knocked the Childers'
trailer an estimated 11 feet off
its foundation.
Ratclifft' had attended a
picnic at the SIU-C Touch of
Nature Environmental Center
near Little Grassy Lake on the
night of the accident.
The maximum penalty for a
conviction on drivmg under the
influence,
a
Class
A
misdemeanor, is a $1.000 fine
and up to one year in jail.

SALVADOR from

Pa~e

1

Earlier, the elections council turnout would be "highly acput the number of eligible ceptabJe ... higher tha" . " ,ave
voters at 2.5 million and seen in the United Sl .;es .•
predicted a turnout of 1.8
TJlillion. The difference of
Voting is mamiatory here and
700,000 eligible voters was not those who fail to vote can be
immediately explained.
fined as much as $20, a
The United States, chief significant sum in a country
backer of EI Salvador against where the average annual inthe rebels, gave $10 million to come in $47!;.
help pay for the computer and
make registration lIsts. The 30
Ballots, ballot boxes and
U.S. observers were among 28 elections officials were four
foreign delegations here.
hours or more late arriving .at
House Majority Leader Rep.
Jim Wright, D-Texas, a cochairman
of
the
U.S. disgust, often aftt'r' having
delegation, said a 70
waited since dawn.

~~anSs°~~i~:lva~~~;~~ lett~~

FALL RIVER. Mass. (AP)Four men convicted of gangraping a woman on a barroom
pool table were sentenced
Monday to 6 to 12 years in prison
by a judge who said they
"brutahzed a defenseless young
woman and sought to degrade
and destroy her human, individual dignit ."
The victim ~s !awyer said
afterward that the 22-year-<lld
mother of two feared for her
safety and had moved permanently from the area.
"There were five sentences in
this case - one of them exile,"
said her lawyer, Scott Charnas.
Superior Court Judge William
Young imposed terms of 9 to 12
years on Daniel Silva, 27, Victor
Raposo, 23, and John Cordeiro,
24. Young sentenced Joseph
Vieira, 28, to 6 t08 years. Bristol
County District Attorney
Ronald Pina sought a lesser
sentence for Vieira, saying he

had no erior record and that the
woman s testimony that he was
directly involved in the rape
was not corroborated.
The maximum penalty for
aggravated rap;: IS life imprisonmpnl

Several hundred stood quietly
rutside the century-<lld cour'house. The silence erupted int '
~houts of "Let them go!" The
c('!fendlints, all Portuguese
immigrants, are backed by
many in their community who
feel they were treated unfairly
because of their national origin.
All the sentences will be
served at the maximumsecurity Walpole State Prison.
Under state law Vieira must
serve at least four years; the
others (ace at least six years
before being eligible for parole.

"These individuals stand

convicted of most serious
crimes: crimes of extreme
violence that brlltalized a
defenseless young WG!Tlan and
sought to degrade arod destroy
her human, ipdividual iignity,"
the judge ~did in a !':'temorandum ac('()mpanying the sen~
tences. "Such crimes warrant a
significant sanction."

Young did not read the sen:
tencing document aloud, but did
tell the court, "These sentences
are not passed on these individuals because of who they
are, but because of what crime
they stand convicted of "
Leaders of the Portuguese
community led marches in New·
Bedford and Fall River iast
week to protest the verdicts,
saying the decision and
publicity was partly due to the
defendants' Portuguese
background.

OLIVEIRA from Page I
concerns were as far-flung and
varied as a solar company in
New Mexico and a travel
agency in Salem.
Salem is also the hometown of
Deborah .Robinson, a former
SIU-C student believed to have
been a girlfriend of Raveed.
Police refused to say whether
Robinson had any connection to
the case.
Raveed made Crequent trips
to Europe as part of the SIU-C
marketing
department's
summer study program. But an
associate of Raveed, who

requested not to be named, said destine."
that Raveed's motives for
During one trip to AmEuropean travel might have sterdam several months before
been more than the education of his murder, Raveed was
his students.
severely beaten in his hotel
room. Police declined to
comment on whether there is
"s~~eJrt~v~s m~~e ~a'::"o~: any
connection between the
class," the associate said. "He beating and the murder.
always seemed to be meeting
people in addition to his duties
A fellow faculty member said
as a faculty member." The Raveed was "outgoing and had
associate said it was hard to te"
many irons in the fire." He also
if his meetings with "persons said that Raveed was liked by
involved in international trade
were above-board or clan- r~~~erwr~e th~~. was very

SALE PRICE

OPEN 6 NIGHTS A WEEK

PRESENTING

LETTIE &

FLASHBACK
BEST SHOW & DANCE GROUP
IN SOUTHERN ILLINOIS

$9995

SILADlVM~COLLEGE

2 for 1 Drink Specials All Night
WEDNE$i)AY- FOXY LADIES NIGHT
Diamond Giveoway
Monthly. Quarterly ond
Yeorly Finols
GRAND PRIZE: Trip for 2
to Las Vegas
~ Speedroils for ladies
THURSDAY- C/WNIGHT- WeorYourCowboy
Hots and Bluejeons-Morgaritos $1.00

FRI & SAT-Spend Your Nights with Great
Drinks and Live En1~er'tailnmlen~r1
Just two miles west of Murphysboro
)J )
Rt 149 W.
687-4212

=.;

RINGS

Your co:~ ring is now more affordable than &ler. Save on an incredible
variety of SJiadium ring styles with custom features !hat express your taste
and achievements. Each Siladium ring is custom made, with careful attention to detail. And every ArtCarved ring is backed by a FuU lifetime Warranty. Don't miss out. n's the perfect time to get a beautiful buy on a great
college ring. See your ArtCarved representative soon.

APPEARING WED thru SAT NIGHTS

~M-:-ar;.;.;;...;..ch~2_·I__9-=:30~-_4.:..p_m_ _ _ _-=U:..:.;n~iv~ers~i!Y Bookstore
Date

lime

0ap0eiI ~ Mastar Card«·"'" Aa:e!lIIId
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CLettetS~----Rude preacher interrupted vigil
It seems to be one of the would respect this vigil by
harrowing novelties of modern moving elsewhere. He was also
,life that we are periodically .invited to join them. He did not
subjected to the experience of wish to join them, ~rhaps
having itinerant preachers because he disagreed Wlth their
shout at us in public places point of view. He also refused to
about Jesus. These people are stop shouting, or move. It is true
under the impression that they that Jesus often spoke out in
are communicating with the pUb'lic, and he may have even
ca:;Jtive audience that uses the shouted. But Jesus also comnorth en~rance of the Student municated in many other ways.
Center. On Wednesday, March Dinner (with wine, not water)
21, an eager evangelist com- was one very effective way
municated his insensitivity to Jesus met people and told them
others and his blindness to the about the kingdom. Perhaps our
fact that God's work takes preacher could ponder this
many forms. As he was engaged example. Perhaps also he m;ght
in his verbal flailing, a group of ask himself whether God told
Christians stood nearby in silent him to behave in the rude
vigil observation of National manner he demonstrated, or
Central American Week. They whether his ego outshouted the
held a banner stating their whisper of the Lord on this
viewpoint. As this is the only Marct) day.- Ann-Janlne
such vigil scheduled this spring, Morey. :\sslstant Professor,
they asked the preacher if he Religious Studies

-~ditorial-- Democrats

Remember students
in merit pay debate
MERIT PAY, which has made its way from the poliU"al arena to
the halls of academia, is proving to bea sticky issue.
Several constituency groups are in dis3greement abc,Jt tt.e merits
of merit pay at SIU-C. And even those who agree that giving
monetary a wards for superior teaching performances is a good idea
are finding it diffie-lilt to reach a consensus about what constitutes
merit.
Although the concept of performance-based pay for teachers isn't
new, it received renewed attention last t'ummer when it was endorsed by President Reagan and Secretary of Education Terrell
Bell. That stand was criticized by the National Education
Association, wbich has lobbied for across-the-board salary inC'reases.
LATER IN THE summer, the issue was addressed b)' 'l bipartisan
task force assembled to suggest ways to improve the nation's
elementary and secondary education systems. The task force,
headed by U.S. Rep. Paul Simon, wrestled with the problem of how
to reward good teachers without allowing pay raises to be based on
favoritism. In October, the group issuetJ its recommendations,
including an endorseml:nt of ell.perimentation with merit pay
systems. Although the taik force wasn't addressing post-secondary
institutions, Simon's StatelD"".t the day the recommendations were
released is werth repeating.
"Merit pay is just one small piece of thE: overall puzzle," he said.
"Those who are lomJng for a simple, easy, inexpensive, overall
solution will find that it simply isn't there."
SIMON PROVED to be right - particularly the part about simple
and easy.
Last Friday the Faculty Committee on Evaluation Procedures
discussed the merit pay issue. The meeting again illustrated the
complexity of the issue and the formidable hurdles that must be
cleared before merit pay can be implemented fairly at SJU-C.
Some differences of opinion, such as what percent of a faculty
member's pay raile should be hased on merit, can likely be settled
through compromise and negotiation. Other problems - such as
how merit is determined - are tougher.
The I :lio;sion of most universities, including SIU-C, encompac;ses
three l1ain goals: Uaching students, engaging in academic
researcil and serving the community. The dilemma for administrators wishing to implement a merit pay system is somehow
measuring faculty members' merit based on these three, and
possibly, other areas.
THIS LEADS to some difficult questions: Does publication of a 20page paper in a prestigious academic journal count more than a 200page chapter in a textbo.Jk which gets only limited use? Does
composing a sonata have more weight than organizing and leading
musIc workshops for bigh school students or senior citizens in the
community? And what about delivering scholarly papers at symposiums, selection as a judge in an international art show or service
as an advisor to a congressional panel on cattle production in
developing countries.
Tbere is also the question of whether the rmal judgement in these
attempts to measure quality should be made by outside observers,
~parbnent administrators or faculty peer groups.
WE HAVE no solutions to the51e questions, but we do have a
request: Remember the 1,1Wly students. In debating whether
publication of an article in The Am.erican Political Science .leview
IS more meritorious than chairml'l"ship of a regional commissioo
studying the effect of acid rain legislation on coal prl'duction,
rememllP.r the third missiOll of hil!her Pftucation: teacbJDl(.
Remember the instructors who may be unable to publish articles
in prestigous journals because they are too busy helping students
try to grasp the basic concepts of Latin Am-=nC8n history,
metalsmithing, microbiology, or wilderness management.
Merit pay is a good idea. Those faculty members who do the test
job should be financially n!Wart:!cl. In determining what constit!ltecl
a good job, however, ciassroom performance must not be
overlooked.
Page 4, Daily EgyptiaD, MardI 'rI. 1114
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THE MIDDLE essay in Pat
Mvynihan's
new
book, "Loyalties," should be
read by all Democrats. It
especially should be read by
- or, if necessary (they are
awfully busy) read to Walter Mondale and Gary
Hart. It explains much about
why the last Democratic
administration was the first
Democratic admii1!stration
in this century to be
repudiated in a re-election
bid.
On March 1, 1980, Carter's
U.N. a'mbassador voted in
the Security Council for a
vicious anti-Israel resolution
proclaiming Israel guilty of
"flagrant violation" of the
Fourth Geneva Convention.
That C-oG;'ention is a
codifi'~ati0n of Nazi crimes in
occupied
territories,
especially Poland. Israel is
U,:e. only nation ever found
guilty of violating it. In an
editorial entitled "Joining the
Jackals," the Washington
Post described the vote as
"the essential Carter."
Moynihan, wh... agrees.
writes:
"TIlE CARTER people some of them left
Washington convinced, and
proclaiming, that defeat (in
the 1980 election) was
brought on by malevolent
incompetence at the U.S.
Mission to the United Nations
and the inabliity of the
secretary of state to control
the mission. What they did
not proclaim and only dimly
understood was that they
themselves had put in place
the ideas that helped bring
them down."
The Carter adrninistraUon
adored the United Nations
precisely because it is
domin ,ted by Third World
nations who believe, as so
many Carter people did, that
the United States is a
defender of an intolerable
status quo in the world.

VIRGIL

misl~d

by morals
than the democratically
elected govel.unent the insurgents are trying to
overthrow?
Regarding Lebanon, Koch
quotes the liberal New

~J:~i~a~or~f~~~s'::~U;:

Geo'rge

F. Will
Syndicated Columnist
ON DEC. IS. 1980, as Carter
and his people were packing,
the General Assembly passed
five obscenely anti-Israel
and, in some cases, antiSemitic resolutions. One
repudiated Resolution 242
which, since 1967, has been
the single international
acknowledgement of Israel's
right to exist.
Moynihan believes the
Carter policy of ostensible
humility rested on a peculiar
arrogance: the belief that the
behavior of other nations is

~h~!f~~:h!~~~~~~~~~~

is morally beautiful. A few
other Democrats feel as he
does. New York's Mayor
Edward Koch says too many
prominent Democrats express
"the
political
equivalent of Christian
Science: If we think pure
thoughts, the bad things will
go away."
SERIOUS DEMOCRATS,
Koch says, served on and
t!ndorsed the report of the
Kissinger Commission on
Central America. It called for
much more economic aid,
some more military aid and
government efforts for
human rights. But not one
presidential candidate endorsed it. most oppose it.
Koch asks: Do Democrats
really think the insurgents in
El Salvador would be more
considerate of human rights

encouraged Syria to press its
advantages at every turn."
Democrats, he Si!ys, do not
seem to understand "that our
country has some ';hrewd and
brutal adversaries out there
in the 'vorld, and that no
matter how piOUS we are they
won't leave us alone." The
New Republic notes that the
Democratic candidates
"have spent much of this
campaign furnishing adversaries (of the United
States) with lists of all the
places in which the Unite:!.
States would not intervene if
one oi them were elected and
from which it would withdraw."
GI-~RY HART has been
especially extreme, assuring
adversaries that no U.S.
soldier will be put ashore in
the Persian Gulf Region, no
matter what, and calling for
an end to U.S. military aid to
EI Salvador, w!:lch would
mean a swift communist
.conquest. Hart has sought to
blur his McGovernite past
and perhaps his McGovernite
present by advocating
"reforms" for a "leaner"
military. But what would be
the use of leanness if his
foreign policy would allow no
role for military power?
"I fear," writes Moynihan,
"that so long as the ideas
underlying the Carter administration's U.N. policy
are dominant within the
Democrat Party, Democrats
will be out of power - and
rightly so." The evidence of
the campaign so far is that
whoever the Democrats
nominate will, like Carter,
regard foreign policy as an
arena for striking ineffectual
moral poses.

By Brad Lancaster
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Death penalty beneath nations' dignity
In a recent letter to. the Daily
Egyptian, the writer expressed
support
for
expeditious
executions as a method of
f'trthering the cause of justice.
The writer then continued to
support the death penalty as a
viable method of punishment
that governments should utilize.
Amnesty International, a
human rights organization with
a local chapi..:'r in Carbondale, is
extremely concerned with this
mentality, which makes the
death pe.-:.alty an accept&b1e
"lternative in American
soc'~ty.

Cathy DySlill, the author of
the letter in question, has as her
main thes~s, "justice needs tc·
be restolVd." She proposes that
the prlJmpt use of the death

penalty will realize the
restoration of this justice. Since
she has limited the discussion to
the U.S., VIe will approach the
topic with this par~meter in
mind while realizing that the
death penalty is an international problem in scope.
In the United States, the death
penalty is usually im~2d in
cases of homicid~. While
Amnesty International does not
defend perpetrators of violent
crimes, it cannot regard the
death penalty other than as an
anachronism and an act of cold
blood beneath the dignity of a
modem state. This position is
dictated from the recognition of
the sacredness of life, free from
the ultimate interference (If a
state imposed death pena;ty

Dyslin argues that the death
penalty should be applied to
protect society from "potential
criminals". She states that til.,
death penalty is a deterrent
from future crimes. Quite to the
contrary. the Cnited Nations
has found that . 'it is generally
agreed between the retentionists (pro-death penalty) and
abolitionists
(anti-death
penalty), whatever their
opinions about the validity of
comparative
studies
of
deterrence, that the data which
now exists shows no correlation
between the existence of capital
punishment and lower rates of
captial crime." Indeed, according to the International
Criminal Police (INTERPOL)
statistics, most countries that

have abolished the death
penalty have lower rates of
murder and attempted murder.
Amnesty International is also
concerned about other aspe<'ts
of the death penalty. 1"Mee of
these concerns are; 1)
Execution is irrevocable and
has been inflicted upon the
innocent, 2) the deat}. penalty is
an act 0\ violence, and violence
tends to provoke violence. and
3) the death penalty is
frequently used as an instrument of repression against
opposition, ethnic, religious,
underpriviliged and rdcial
groups.
Referring to the latter of the
above concerns,
Justice
William Douglas of the U.S.
Supreme Court said "One

searches our chronicles i;) vain
for the execution of any
member of the affh,ent stratas
of our society."
Finally, back to Dyslin's
thesis. That being that justice
should be "restored" through
wider and speedier use of tht·
death pena1t~. The above
mentiOlled tOPlCS should shed
light on the reasons why Am·
nesty International posits that
the death penalty is very wrong
and bruta~l ir a wi~r sense,
the society mat imposes this
odious form of punishment. As
stated previously, the death
penalty IS beneath the dignity of
the modem state.- Craig and
Susan Cyr. Amnesty Intffnatlonal Group 152, Carbondale

Murdering murderers
breeds more violence
(giI~
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Monolingualism hurts America
THE NEED for American
students to eQuip tlK:mselves
wi":l at least· ne basic foreign
language SJ,..11 is still not
properly recognized.
And universities, it seems.
are not helping the situation
any.
Foreign
language
~alT.s in many universities,
\Dcluding SIU-C, are amol'& the
first to be eliminated whenever
a fmancial crunch hits campus.
so-called
general
Many
education prograrr.s - many
with questionable academic
relevancy but hildl enrollment
- are maintained" while foreign
language programs get cut.
It doesn't seem to occur to
those
who
recommend
elimination of foreign language
prograrru; that cutting these
programs will result in as much
damage as cutting general
education programs.
Foreign language programs
in U.S. colleges and universities, including SIU·C, should
be maintained. Low enrollment
is a poor justification for
eliminating
language
programs. Enrollment in some
general education courses is
high primarily because these
courses are easy. SIU-C should
pursue quality, not quantity
education.

In November, 1979, a
presidential commission
reported that the level of
foreign language adequacy in
the United States was "scandalous," warning that it
threatened tbe country's
security and international
trade.

MAGAZINE
NEWSWEEK
reported that less than 3 percent
of all high school students attain
"meaningful" foreign language
competency. At le:.st 20 ptorcent
of high schools teach no foreign
languages and only 8 percent of
American colleges require
foreign languages for entry.
Cultural self-complacf!Dcy
keeps Americans from learning
AS A RESULT of being about other people and their
handicapped
in
foreign languages. This reminds me of
languages, Americans overseas an analogy a high school
are
called
"the
lazy classmate related to me 11
Americans." This is a reflection years ago in Malaysia: A king
of their habit of clinging to . knows nothing about his serAmerican culture rather than vants but his servants know a
learning local cultures. Even in lot aoout him. In this analogy,
America itself, tt,ey are given a America ~s th~ un10rtunate king
label:
the
indifferent and the servants are people
Americans. Foreign languages from different C!lUlltries.
In response to the finding:; of
in U.S. academic institutions
are just like the attempt to the presidential commission
introduce soccer to America: and pressurl"S Crom educational·
Americans haven't caught the groups, Congress was fotCed to
make some moves.
fever yet.

REP. PAUL Simon introduced a bill in 1981 that
would provide aid to defray the
cost of f{I!'eign languages in
elementary and secondary
schools.
It is estimated that in the last
few years more than 70 colleges
and universities have reinstated
language requirements. But
despite thts positive trend,
Simon warns of "some slippage," saying that 52 colleges
have dropped the teaching of
Russian, Chinese and JaJ)anese.
The illinois Board of Higher
Education recently recom·
mended that SIU-C scale down
several language ~rograms ano
eliminate its RUSSIan lalJguages
program.
AMERICA'S attempt to move
out of monolingualism seems
difficult, but the trend may be
shifting. Two years ago, Ronald
Reagan attacked bilingual
education as "wrong "Ind
against American concepts."
Last summer, however, he
changed his mind. In a spPf!Ch
to Hispanic veterans' groups, he
endorsed the idea be once
cC!ldemned.
Warnings from two c011cerned
persons serve to drive the point
home. Rose Hayden, executive
director oC the National Council
on Foreign Language ar•..i International Studies, said, "We
are graduating people who are
globally illiterate."
The Rev. Theodore Hesburgh,
president of Notre Dame
University, recently said, "The
name of the game in the 1911Os is
qualitY. We must get back ...into
some core of knowledge history, philosophr, theology,
languages,
Iiteratu.re l
mathematics, science, art ana
music. Otherwise we are just
graduating trained seals."

My blood ran cold when I read
the grisly words of Cathy Dyslin
in a letter to the editor in the
March 22 Daily Egyptian:
"The time has come to remove
those who are immoral,"
referring to implementation of
the death penalty. Her desire to
murder another human being
makes her as immoral as the
person she would have milr·
dered, and, according to her
own statement, she should be
"removed" also.
She seems to believe that
capital
punishment
is
"justice.'· Her interpretation of
the word "justice" is ironically
the most unjust one I have ever
heard. She would not only have
us respond to violence and
murder with more violer.ce and
murder but would have ui do it
quickly rather than "tying up"
the murts with the appeals
guaranteed to everyone (which
were designed to prevent unjust
convictions!). I would bet that

she is one of the many
"Christians" who conveniently
ignore Christ's teaching that
hate fosters hate and that hate
can only be defeated with love.
I feel the same pain for the
victims as she does, e:Jd I also
feel it is imperative to keel'
violent people off the streets,
but instead of murdering them,
they should be kept in prison for
the duration of their sentellce.
Yes. that's expensive. But it's
the price we must pay for living
in and, yes, for conlributing to a
violent society, as Ms. Dyslin
does when she advocates
murder. H we want to eliminate
violence, we have to start by
looking at ourselves and trying
tc ~liminate the violence w~1ic6
is in all of us. Unfortunately for
our society, most of us are not
yet ready to even try.Catherine Bird. Procedures and
Systems Planner n. Personnel
Data Control Center

Arena policies prompt
concert cancellations
Strike three and

Arena

~:~'l!~r;~l:r~~~~n~~

scheduled for April 'Zl finalll.
c:;o:~~ea~~ t~:a~on t
it started back in September
when Neil Young was scheduled
to perform at the Arena. The
show was cancelled supposedly
becaU!ie Neil Young had a sore
throat and couldn't perform.
Strike one.
The next concert I wanted to
see at SIU-C was Ozzy Oz-

~~,;~~u:hg~c=ca~e~~

Strike two.
And now, with the can-

~:::!i~. ~fth !~em::

comes my lack oC confidence
that there win be any concerts
at the Arena.
Now, I don't want to start
calling people liars, but I saw
Neil Young perform at Evalisville, Ind., the day after he was
~led to appear at SW-C,
an'l be sounded fme to me. Also,
I have friends who saw Ozzy
Ozbourne play in Chicago the
day following his schedule!!
concert here. My friends didn't
see any glass sticking out of his
throat or bandages on his neck.
This proves to me that the
reas: ns the concerts .were
eancelled were due to the lack
of advanced ticket sales. Arena

Promotions was not going to
lose money, so they cancelled
the shows.
Now, Yes cancelled due to a
"change in tour itinerary."
Balone-y. They cancelled
becaUSE: of the contract. In the
contract there is a clause
saying that Arena Promotions
can cancel a concert if enouldl
advanced tickets are not sord.
Yes, looking at our previous
concert cancellations, \!idn't
like this so they dido't Sign i..'l'!
contract and we're left without
a show.
I have solutions to this
problem. U Arena promotions
msists this clause stays in the
contract, they should lower the
price of advanet'd ticket sales.
This would encourage more
people to buy tickets early and
mcrease ticket sales. Also, if
you increase the number of
tickets an individual can buy,

:re~i~ls ~~e~!s:ay,

These solutions may not De
the best, but they might hdp.
Arena Proml)tions may not
make as much money, but at
If;'lst they ",ake some. It's
~tter to muke some money
that to lose it on promotion,
printing ticltets and advertiSing
for concerts th..::t get cancelled.
- Bill Meyer, Sopbomore,
Eleetrlcal
Science.
and
, Systems Engineering
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-----CampusBrre~------MEETINGS: Blacks Interest.ed In Business will meet
at 5:30 p.m. in the Student
Center Kaskaskia Room. Mid
America Peace Project will
meet at 7 p.m. in the Student
Center Mississi:;pi Room.
CAREER COl NSELING is
a workshop entitled
"Improving Your Study Skills"
from 1 to 2 p.m. Tuesday in
Woody Hall BI42. Note-taking,
textbook reading and increasing your concentration
will be diSMISSed.
off~

THE
ZOOLOGY Honor
Society will present the
National Geographic fiim,
"Dive to the edge of creation"
at 6 p.m. Tuesday in Lo.wson
231. The fIlm is free and open to
the public.
nORRIS LIBRARY staff will
conduct a session OJ) the Library
Computer System from -I to 5
p.m. Tuesday in the library.
For more information CAJ 453271M.
THE GAY and Lesbian
Peoples Union will hold a
steering committee meeting at
7 ~.:U. Tuesday in the Thebes
RooUl at the Student Center.
'I'bei; meeting is open to the

public.
INTERNATIONAL
Job
Search
Strategip.s
for
Americans workshop will be
offered by Career Planning and
Placement at 2 p.m. Tuesday il!
Quigley 208. People who are
interested must sign up in
Woody Hall "ij-204.

Recreation Center room 141.
Deadline for applications is 5
p.m_ April 6.

Student Center. For more information call 453-5714.

ORGAN RECITALS by the
American Guild of Organists
wiD be held at 8 p.m. Tuesday at
Shryock Auditorium. Admission
is free.

A FILM FESTIV AL on aging,
featuring films on heaith
promoti<m, positive images of
aging, senior power, medication
abuse and seX14ality, will be
held from 9 to 11:stl a.m. and 1
to 4 p.m. Thursday in the
Student Center Auditorium.

A JOINT student recital wiD
be held at 8 p_m. Wednesday at
the Old Baptist Foundation.
Guy Kammera,
playing
trumpet, and Klaus Bank,

f~~~:~~:'fr~

ALPHA Epsilon-Rho, the
National Honorary Broadcasting Society, will hold an
initiation banquet Elt 6 p.m.
Thursday at the Elks Club.
Tickets are $4.50. For more
information call 457-2490.
RED CROSS Student Blood
Drive will be held from 10:30
a.m. to 4:30 p.m. April 2 through
April 6 in BaDroom D in the

,_ T;JOENT CEJ'IoTER

\

ELECTRICAL and Electronics Institute wiD sponsor an
interview and reslune writing
semina.- at 7 p.;n. in Tech DI08.
Guest speaker is Mike Murray
from Career Planning ann
Placement Center. AD majors
are welcome.

Southern Illinoisans nextwee!i.
can witness the birth of
new works conceived by three
playwrights in the area.
The three short plays are "A
Beautiful World' by D.'vid
Nava, "A Busnel and a Pet;k"
by Pam Billingsley and "The
Miner's Wife" by Lin Dennis.
This "Evening of New Plays"
will be presented at 8 p.m. April
4-8 in the Laboratory Theater
in the SIU-C Communications
Building.
"A Beautiful World" is about
a Southern Illinois family in the
~~Os, which has fallen on hard
timP!l after the father dies in a

mine accident
"A Bushel and .. Peck" is
ab')ut
an
aging
cOllpie
reaiscovering the passion in
their relationship through the
help A their grandda~lghter.
"The Miner's Wife" is an
adaptation of a D.H. Lawrence
st;,ry called "Jimmy and the
Desperate Woman." The play
takes place in Yorkshire,
England, in 1925. A woman who
feels oppressed as a coal
miner's wife escapes her
drudgery by writing poetry.
Admi.~ion is $2. For ticket
;nformation. call 453-3001.

iOOOO1i0500000on6H::l~6601
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Lecture

Wednesday 12 noon
A Southern Data System
representative will speak on:
"What to look for whe:l
buying a personal computer"

I
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We of Never Never
TONIGHT
6&9pm

'VERSITY 4

457-67H ollNIVEIISITV MAll

NIGHT AT THE
OPERA
9pmonly

SPLASH

TUES·FRIDAY

Mon.Thurs(6.00@1.7S).8:15

Wed& Thurs

Footloose

$1.00

4th Floor Video

Mon· ThUB(6: 1S@1 .75). 8:30

THE RIGHT ST1JFF

7&9:15pm

r<.;
Mon-ThunIS:OO@1.751. 8:30
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DRINKIN.,

25. JACK DANIELS
25. KAMAKAZIS
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Preslmtation

Siapstid of Anot ..... Itl.... \""
Mon.T"""(S:4S@1.7Sj.8:00
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INTERNATIONAL LOUNGl!;
Sponsored by SPC Expressive Arts.
O~OOOOOOOOOQOOQOOQOOOOOOOOOOOOQQOOO~~

AUDlTOR(U~~

An SPC Premier

APPLICATIONS for field work
experience in Recreation for
Special PGpulations for summer
or fall semester are available at

.amc·

per-

THE STUDENT Illinois News
Broadcasters Association will
meet at 6 p.m. Tuesday in
Communications 1046. The
Chicago convention and other
business matters will be
discussed.

Performance of three new plays slated

~

aid for by the Office of Student
Work and Financial AsslstOince

Poetry in 'Sestina' is diverse
LA
By Belinda Edmondson
Staff Write;

Modern poetry is often
criticized as being too complicated and profound, but the
most recen~ book of poetry
published by the Poetry Factory Press at SJU-C is 2nything
but complicl1t~.
"Sesti~:i." . a c·"l,,"pilation of
poems Dy SIX women poets;
ir>dudi.'lg a faculty member in
the English Department and
two students, was published last
year.
Although all the poets are
female, editor Maria Mootry
explained that the book is not
inte. dcd to be feminist. She
added, however, that many of
the poems by Cheryl Johnson,
assistant director of African
Studies at
Northwestern
University, and SIr-e student
Joyce Jones have a "feminist
consciousness" slant.
Though a handful of ihe
PQems are blighted by a tendeney to be confusing, the
majority are clear and
straightforward. According to
editor Maria Mootry, "&>stina"
is geared to reach a non-literary
audience.
"A lot of non-literary people
like the book," Mootry said. and
expl:-ineG that the writers were
"not a-ying to make the New

cr:J
-f l

e V1e W

York Times Review."
Much of the poetry is roughedged and often Simplistic
rather than simple, but the
honesty of the effort and the
diversity of the images among
the authors make up for th;'!
deficiencies.
The mc.;t interesting imagery
is found in Maxine Chernoff's
poems, which are the most
polist-.ed in the book. Chernoff, a
member of the Illinois Arts
Council, has an instinctive feel
for the language and she seems
to delight in original imagery
An example of this is found in
the first three lines of her poem,
"The Soprano's Revenge:"
"She was a homely child,
irightening the hounds
and mixing paint with her
piercing voice."
'Jnfortunately, there is a
certain amount of cliche-ridden
material in "Sestina." This
seems to be the result of the
earnt'stness of the less experien<:ed poets to write
profQuild poetry rather than to
explore everyday possibilites.
One such culprit is Deborah
Mashibini, who writes about

such things as sorrow, the
meaning of existence and tl]e
"en lie soul or the pot't being
blighted by the harsh realities
of city life. Though her poetry
comes across as intensely
earnest, it is sentimf'ntal to .he
point of being mr.\ldlin.
Since this is Mashihini's first
publication. however, it is likely
that she will become more
edept as she gains more ex·
Il'!rience in the field.
Other problems in the book
include ~:;= incongruities
present in Johnson's p,oem,
"Accum,llated Wisdom.' The
street slang verse in which the
poem is written, which apparently depicts "peasant
wisdom," c1asht-s with the highialutm' words found in the text.
Perhaps this is done on purpose,
but it reads like a mistake
rather than a technique.

ALL SEATS $l.50(RHS ONL V}

NIONYO.
TN. ZOMBI ••
NO ONE UNDER 17 ADMmEO

Man-1hurs-(RHS 5:OO} 7:00.9:00

Quakes to he topic of lecture
Madrid Fault.
'fh(! lecture, spcnsc,red by the
College of Science, is free and
open to the publk.
MaIinconico, a tt.'n!e-d~ee
graduate of Dartmouth Colfuge,
is a memlA;1' of the ArrJerican
Geophysicr.~
Union.
the
Associati<lD of Petr'lleum
Engineers and the Geological
Society of America. He directs
the Department of Geology's
MHr:s~tbr~l A~ror~ent Seismogr
aphic Cenle;'.
He ha:; worked for the
Anaconda Copper Co. ;;J)d the
Madrid Fault area. He ill in- U.S. Geological Survey's
volved in research on the New Hawaiian Vckano Observatory.

Earthquakes will be the topic
when geologist Larry L.
Malinconico Jr. gives t.he spring
semester College of Sclenc~
Lecture April 3.
MaIincl1nico, an earthquak~
expert and assistant professor
in the Department of Geology,
will discuss "Mid-C ..ntinent
Earthqul'ltes:
Mytb
or
Reality?" at 8 p.m. in the
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worl{ isn't all glamour,
Saluki Patrtol member says
By Peggy Cochran
Student Writ-:r

Watching police shows 'ln
televi!t10G had nothing to do with
John Stover's deciding to join
the Saluki Patrol.
Stover was 11 when hi..
.. brother, Jim, became a police
officer in O'Fallon at age 21.
Stover relates that he pushed
Jim to tell him stories about his

A call for entries to the 10th
annuII\ .John Dewey Essay
Project corn~tition has been
extended to college students for
th'" fi!"St time.
Directed by SIU-C's Center
f"l' Dewey Studies and flLl'\ded
by the John Dewey Foundation,
the t'om;>etition allows writers
to exolore any aspect of
Dewey1s philosophy, according
co Jo Anll Boydston, director of

the center.
Entries are limited to 10,000
wow, the deadline is June i
and winners will be announced
by Sept. 15. The top essayist will
win $1,000, with $500 going to the
runner-up.
Information and essay
guidelines are available from
the Center for Dewey Studies,
phone 453-2629.

ART VIEWS
..
u
...

work..

At first, Stover said, Jim
thought he was just "an
inquisitive little brother," but
now realizes he was serit'1lS
about becoming a police officer,

too.

Stover, ~2, has been a
member of the Saluki Patrol for
a year. He is a senior in administration
of
justice
specializing in lawenforcement.
"Working on the patrol is not
as glamorous as police work
looks on television," be said.
Television rarely shows
police doing paper work, for
instance. But Saluki Patrol
members spend up to one fifth
of their work. time filing reports,
Stover said.
Stover is one of 12 members
on the patrol, which includes
one woman this semester. The

Staff Photo by Neville Loberg
John Stover cheeks for stolen bicycJes on campus.

Family Financial Statements
on fIle with the Office of Student
Work and Financial Assistance.
For every opening, Stover
estimates, about 2S to 30 people
apply. "Competition for this job
is unbelievable," he said.
Stover would like to see the
patrol return to AJ or lawenforcement majors because
these people are more likely to
continue m Uo.is field and will
;'~otbl:c~~e ~n%~c~~ need the experi~JCe.
University regulations," acPatrol members don't have
cording to Stover.
authority to make arrests as do
It's not mandatory that patrol patrol officers, but they can
tnembers major in ad- make a citizens arrest if they
ministration of justice. Otbo>r witness a crime. A patrol
majors, including engineers, member can "detain a person
are also on the patrol. But with necessary force," Stover
theories taught in A.J classes said. The patrol member's
help when taking the entrance ~artner would then caD SIU
Police for help.
test, Stover said.
Saluki Patrol members
The two-part test, including a
written and an oral review, is always work in pairs on night
designed exactly like the tests duty, but sometimes work
police officer applicants would alone, depending on their
take. The people who score assignment.
Each patrol member carries
highest on the test are placed on
a waiting list \mtil a pooition a pair of handcuffs and a
opens, and are then offered a
nightstick. The handcuffs are
job ow;th the Saiuki PatroL
used only under the instruction
Th(' Saluki Patrol is a sl:!.ldent of an officer fer backup.
job which pays minimum wage.
The nightstick is Ii.~ only in
There hre no size or weight extrE.'me emergencies and for
requirements, but like other members' own protec\Jon, he
student
workers,
patrol said.
mPlTIber.; mlL'd have MJ1Tent
Women and men wear the

same uniform - a light blue
shirt and navy pants with a light
blue stripe down the sides. sm
pins are worn on the collars and
a silver--colored badge identifies
Saluki Patrol members as sm
Police cadets.
A patrol member remains a
trainee for one half to one
semest"r, depending on the
person and staffIng needs.
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duty each week. Some prefer
walking a beat to answering
phones, but members are
placed wherever they fit in,
Stover said, "and when their
class schedules permit."
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Patrol members take care of
illegally parked
bicycles, \Vorking security at all
home footll8ll atld basketbaU
games and concerts (including
directing traffic), patrolling the
campus and escorting women
on campus at night when asked.
"We moike things run
smoother," Stover said.
ticketi~~

"A professional attitude on
the job is necessary," Stover
said. "There's no room in the
department for ego tJ-1ps. We're
one big team."
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Play it again, Sam
-and a~ain., and
again, and again ...
RIVER GROVE

(AP) -

French composer Erik Satie
probably wasn't serious when
he SUI;.;lested musicians play his
short piece called "Vexations"
R40 times, but that doesn't
m<lUer to Eugene Schlabach.
"Most don't do it, but there
are a few crazies who take him
up on it," Schlabach, a music
professor at Triton College and
one of those crazies, said
recentlv.
He has enlisted more than 20
pianist.'1 for a musical marathon
during tht: west suburban
college's Salute to the Arts
Festival beJnnning Thursday.
The mantthon is scheduled to
begin at 2:30 a.:n. on April 2.
Students, teachers, administrators arid guest performers have volunteered to
take turns at a Steinway grand
piano, playing "Vexations"
over and over until the
repetitions number 840. The
piece takes about one minute to

cO~~le:~~Ch notes that he is
only following the eccentric
Satie's directions. Satie wrote
the mock-Romantic
"Vexations" in 1896 as the
middle movement of a short
called
"Bages
work
Mystiques. ,.
"He. perhaps with tongue in
cheek, attached a note saying,
'Play it 840 times,''' said
Schlabach, adding, "I do very
traditional recitals, don't get
m!' wrong."
According to Schlabach,
"Vexations" is an example of
what Satie called "furniture
musiC''' - spare, undemanding
works to fade into the aural
background and free listeners
to hear more spontaneous
sounds, such as their neighbors'
conversations.
Those who attend the free
marathon may react in any
'nanner they like, Schlabach
said, "except I would hope not
lrod and boisterous."
A chart will be kept to track
the number of repetitions and
who's at the piano.
"Vexations" will end as it
began, with Schlabach at the
piano, As he plays repetition
No. 840, the audience will drink
a champagne toast.

ACROSS
1 Zenoi!e
8Hebr_

measure
10 Epic poetry
14 - Doone
15 Rug surface
16COOr'..:c 17 That Is: Lal.
18 Concludes
19 This. Sp.
2C Placard
22 Len
24 Wraths
26 Otl well
workers
27 - loot
31 Pipe lilling
32 Union
33 Walked to
and Iro
35 Brolher: "
38 lIs. - or
buts
39 Talks
ineoherenlly
40 Gather a
crop
41 Picture
42 Took out
43 W. Canadian
river
44 Weep
45 Fought back

47 Cammunlon
servlce hymn
51 Class
52 In return lor
• Ihal
S4Small flsh
58 Wander
aboul
59 Slump down
61 Triple crown
82 Athena
63 ,o,ff!uence
64 Acclaim
65 HairdO
66 Allracled
67 Uprlghl stone
pm"r

To day 's
puzzle
Puzzle answers
are on Page 12.

DOWN
'Ship's berth
2 Commotion'
hyph.
3 Mine yields
4 Inculcates
5 Furnished a
banquel
6 Unlock: poet.
7 Brain
8 Former
9 Restpenods
10 Emanate
1 I Sticky slun
12 Weasel's kin

13 Canary lood
21 On Soc. Sec
23 Ripened
25 Calyx part
27 lAo~1em VIPs
2d Melody
29 Cache
30 Rescuer
34 Transfers
35 Daring act
36 lineage
37 Mocked
39 S"ubbed
40 Ctrcumsc;ribe
42 Bestow much

43
44
46
47
48

love
NL learn
Screech
Turt
Purnsh
In - - :
Embarrassed
In no""""
- system
Red shad:;
Slory
Of a tirot'

49
50
53
55
56
57 Proporti~'"
60 Church
bench

• Advertising Sales Representatives
Journalism juniors &Ior seniors preferred

• Classified Advertising Sales Rep
Journalism students i3referred
(minimum 30 wpm, typing test given)

• Advertising Design & Layout
Journalism major preferred

• Graphic Design Artist
STC Graphics or Design major preferred
Approx. lOhrs, per week
Must understand newspaper deadlines

WELLNESS CENfER PROGRANIS
Join the
3.week

STRESS
MANAGEMENT
Group.
Si;arts Thurs
Mar 29
4-6pm

INTRO TO YOGA
A n introduction to physical,
mental and spiritual
benefits of Yoga.

YOU CAN LEARN TO:

Begins Tues., Mar. 27,
4-5: 30pm for 5 weeks

-Relax your mind& body
-A void unnecessary illness

-Increase performance
-Improve concentrati6n

Open
Mon·Fn

IDOW..t Walnut

7 JO,o,.M.·6P.M.
So'. 9,0, M ·6P.M

Enlargement
Special
ex 10 Color Reprints

Only $3.00
FROM
110.126. II35mm CoIat . .""I.".

----CQUPON---II ')90/0
Flosh Foto 0';>0% I
O~f
~~ I
11.2. limittl.ru
I
II
I
I
Other
I
I
I
I
I
II
I
No
Good

on rolls per coupoo

Saturday. Morth31. 19S4
'3. Connot be used with
toupons
Roll Color Print Proceulne
Lion. In our Lab.
(Color :..egotlve Film Only)

l_..!!!!. l~.:..,!!U'!!'!!!!~_!

MEDITATION
GROUP
Includes philosophy,
breathing, energizing
exercises, g'...I.ided Med-

itation.
Starts~Ved,

Mar 28,

6: 30-8: 3Opm, for 5 weeks

Learn the Basics
of healthy permanent
weight loss.
Starts Tuesday April 3,
for6-weeks
3:3()"5:30 pm,

CALL 536--4441"TO REGISTERDally Egyptian, Marcll 'D, 19jj4, Page 9
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STC campus active
despite lack of funds
By Bruce Kirkham
Starr Writer

The University has a IitUepublicized campus near CartEWVille where the School of
Technical Careers conducts
programs in
automotive
technology,
tool
and
manufacturing technology and
construction technology.
The campus, located 11 miles
east of Carbondale, has
classrooms, laboratories :nd its
own student center where STC's
300 students can eat lunch, play
pingpong or pool. and watch
television.
The two-year academic
programs are professionally
oriented. Students often spend
as many as three hours a day in
automotive, manufacturing or
construction laboratories with
modem equipment.
Harry Soderstrom, coordinator of the tool and
manufacturing program, said
that about one fourth of this
year's graduates will go on to
complete bachelor's degr.o:es.
Six
members
of
the

automotive
technology cutback in the size of the
program will go to Detroit for building.
Dave Saunders, spokesman
summer internships wi.th
for STe, said prf?pOsals are
General Motors, he said.
Being apart from the main made each year to the Illinois
campus has advantages and Board of Higher Education for
disadvantages, Soderstrom funding to build new facilities.
said. The campus is often However, he said, the requests
overlooked by many people have not yet been considered.
Soderstrom said that plans
an exam{'le of the "out of sight,
are
for the academic units at
o;.;t of mmd" adage, he said.
However, the students and Carterville to stay there. STC
faculty have developed a sense will continue to remodel and
or family and inde~ndence improve tI'.o;;e facilities because
through their separation from of past response to the idea of
constructing new fa<'ilities
the main campus, h'" said.
The Carterville campus was elsewhere.
Academic units generally
also the home of prOfJl'ams in
electronics technology, com- have little problem with
mercial graphics, dental maintenance of facilities,
hygiene,
architectural Soderstrom said. Carterville
technology and secretarial and faculty members meet with
offiee specialties until the new Physical Plant representatives
88,400 square foot STC building about twice each year to discuss
opened in 1978. It is adjacent to maintenance, he said.
However, the student center
the Technology Building on the
Carbondale campus.
at Carterville is caught in a
The University had originally funding dilemma described by
intended to build a facility brge John Corker, director of the
enough to house aIC STC Student Center at Carbondale,
programs in Carbondale, but
budget constraints caused a See STC, Page 11

Prosecution heard
in harassment case
Testimony
was
gIven
Thursday against a Jdckson
County j .. :Jer charged with
sexual harassment of other
sheriff's department employees.
Jackson
County
Merit
Commission Chairman Jim
Pribble. whose commission has
control of the hiring and firing
of jail employees, said
testimony for the prosecution
was given against Ronald
Johnston by Cindy Johnson,
Sara Carson and Fay Lee.
Pribble declined to comment
on the specifics of the
testimnnv.

549-2965
Hardwig's
of Music

HO!~3e

. HEWWlde,
Salectlon of MUllc
HEW Larger
Selection of Guitars

....... SPICALS
•v. Off EHects
Pedall
.% otrGultar
Strings

W•• , Pork Plaza
2447 W. Main St.
Carbondale

Tah Seminar on politics set for summer
Thirty grade school and high
school teachers from Dlinois
and Missouri will be chosen to
attend the 1984 Taft Seminar
this summer at SIU-C.
Sponsored by the New Yorkbased Taft Institute for TwoParty Government, the seminar
gives teachers a chance to
update their knowledge on
political matters.
State and national political
fIgUreS will appear for lectures
and diSClssion sessions during
the two-.veek seminar, whose
theme will be "American
Democracy ir the Two-Party
System." It is scheduled for
July 22 to Aug. 3.
SIU-C has been a host for the
seminar six times since 1m
and is one of 30 national hosts
for 1984 seminars, according to
political scie.....:e professor John
Jackson, a coordinator for the
event.

"This year's seminar comes
at an excellent time," Jackson
said. "There is growing interest
nationwide in hel~g teachers
upgrade their skills, and the
seminar is scheduled the week
after the Democratic National
Convention in San Francisco
and a couple of weeks before the
Republican National Conve!!.tion in Dallas."
JackBoo said be expects to
line up office bolders and
candidates for the LegU;lature,
Congress and local offices as
speakers.
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have included Gov. James
Thompson, Comptroller Roland
Burris. U.S. Rep. Paul Simon.
state Sen. Phillip Rock,
gubernatorial
candidate
Michael Howlett and Lt. Gov_
Dave O'Neal.

AT THE CROSSROADS
OF THE UNIVERSITY
UNIVERSITY BOOKSTORE
STUDENT CENTER

KAWASAKIS GOOD-BUY
CLEARANCE SALE
plus

SOUTHERN PERFORMANCE

Kawasaki

Hour 11 :30-8:00
¢ ra is

It.NNIVERSARY SALE

$2.00 Pltchor.
5~ IilwENBRAU
70~ SeagreJms"
75¢ Jack Daniels
75¢ Speedrails

This Thursday, Friday and Saturday

Save on a wide selection
o/NEW 83 & 82 Kawasakis

ON SPECIAL ALL DA Y AND NIGHT

Used Kawasakis are also in stock.
(store hours extended u"n18PM during sale)

Southern Performance

Kawasaki

let the good times roll !

New Rt. 13 between C'lrbondale and Murphysboro

687.2324
M~b ~.

'..

COUPON MUST ACCO)llPANY ORDER."

Past Taft Seminar speakers

A DOUBLE SALE!
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Speciol of the month

Kamikazi

65~

LOWENBRAU
drafts
light & dark

45_
Chivas Regal

Roc/t and mineral auction to be held
By Phil Mllllno

Staff Writer

The"e's at least one rock show
at SIU-C that won't be canceled
because the performers became
ill or succumbed to the rigors of
touring. The SIU-C Geology
Club will hold a rock and
mineral auction and show from
2 to 6 p.m. on Friday in Sh!de~t
Center Ballroom C.
The auction is the club's
major fund-raiSing event of the
year, and affords students and
residents a chance to bid on
various fossils and minerals
from Southern Illinois as well as
from different parts of the
eountry

"This i1D't just for geology
students," said Mark Case,
sophomore in forestry and
geology, and member of the
Geology Club. "We're trying to
educate the public. Someone
might buy something he could
find in his owr. back yard. and
Staff Pboto by Scott Sbaw
Jon Meske, s~homore in tool and manufacturing tecbnology.
works in tbe machine shop at the STC-CartervnIe campus.

STC from Page 10
since the Student Center at
Carbondale is the fast-food
vendor on this campus,
responsibility for food service
at Carterville was shifted to the
Student Center and its agent,
Interstate United, Corker saiJi·

as a catch-22 ..-ituation.
The academic units have no
funds to repair or modernize the
commons facility, and the
Student Center at Carbondale
bas no money to spend on what
is essentially an academic
department, Corker said.

About fiVe years ago, the food
service format was changed
from cafeteria-style to a OOtgrill format, Corker said.

Tbe Carten'ilIe student
center was originally operated
by University Housing. But

that might get him interested in
collecting."
Case said t.~.. ro-:ks and
minerals for the auction were
donated by private collectors
and local merchants, in addition
to collections the club made. He
!>aid the items not only make
good decorations for homes, but
also help people to learn about
the past.
"Whenever a person finds a
fvssii, oe should take it to a
university to have it studied,"
he said. Some fossils in
Southern Illinois are up to 8
million rears old, he said.
Petrified wood donated by the
Botany Department will be up
for bidding at the auction. Casp.
said petrified wood located in
Cairo is between 200.000 and
300,000 years old,
Other items to be auctioned
include quartz and barite
crystal
from
Arkansas.
minerals from Tucson, Ariz ..
pyrite dollars from SP.lrta.
gYDSum from Southern Illinois,

sea shells and coral.
Prices range from 50 cents to
aro!.lnd $30. depending on
bidding, according to Case, who
said the auction offers students
"a chance to buy and tradt>
beautiful cryst..lls and minerals
at ~ood prices"
Tne auctiorl arid show will
also feature exhibits from the
Geology Clu!>.
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Students plannmg to attend
professional conferences ti>is
spring have until Friday to
apply for funding by the Und erg r a d u ate Stu den t
Organization to pay transportation and lodging ex·
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Let us create a whole new look for you this
spring with a rich quality conditionirlg Hairbenders perm, now half-price.
Call today for an appointment

Lunch Buffet

3.19

Dinner Buffet

4.19

Soup & Salad
Salad Bar Only

2.65
1.99

Children 4-10 IAtwaVSI1.99

! 2 FREE

IINGREDIENTS

II

Eat-In or Take-Out
coupon Good·

. \pril

H a··.j~ r b 'e n d e· r '5'

Soup-Salad-Pizza· Pasta Buffet

~S2.99!

I

Thursday
Beer or Soda

25c

150eOFF
r

I

$22.50

On Any Pizza

PASTANITES
Monday·Tuesday·Wednesday

TWOBITNITE

$45.00 perm now

Any lunch Buff.'

0,

I Dinner Buffet (ThuI·Sun)
lOne Coupon Per P.....on
I
Coupon Good Thru April

H cl irs t y lin g for M e'h cl n d W 0 men
1 .0 3 Sou t h 1 I l i n 9 Is· A V e n' u e
C cl 'r b.... o n d. cl I' e . •
5 4 ~ '\ 4 4 2 2
Hair cutting is additional.
Offer expIres May 31. 1984

01984 Russ Posorske.
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Glassblo'wer's pieces help labs
make ,·esearch perfectiy clear
By Debrm CoIbUI'D
Staff Writer

Some of that complicated,
expensivE! ~assw&re that can
be fO\:ii.i in science labs across
the campus has the same origin.
n's not I! major glass company
half way across the nation, but a
single man whose office and
workshop is in the basement .
the Neckers Building.
BiD Curtis has been SJU-C's
omy scientific glassblower for
about six and a half years. He
gat his start four vears before
that all a student worker.
When he fir:;t ~aw glass being
blown, Cur:.is said he thought it
looked like an inieresting thing
to do.
"It was :me of those 'I'd like to
try that out' kind of things. I
really enjoy ii," he said.
Curtis makes, repairs and
designs scientific glassware for
the whole University. He saId he
makes the kind of glassware
that is not available in catalogs
or that i~ more expensive when
bought from a glass company.
Most major universiti~ have
scientific glassblowers, Curtis
sa:d. So!l!"! have a large staff of
glassblowers while others have
a one-person or even a parttune operation.
The amount of glassware
Curtis makes each w~k varies
greatly depending on the
complexity of the project. He
smd thal if the project is simple,
he may be able to make up to
200 pieces in two days. U it's
complicated, it may take up to a

Bill Curtis, Stu·C's scientine glassblower, works In bis Ja b.

Curtis said most departments
are aware of the service.
"I occasionally get work from
almost everybody," he said. He
most often does work jot' the
schools of medicin~ and
agriculture and the coUeges of
science and engineering and
technology .
Last year the shop used aoout
$6,000 worth of parts in making
glass. Curtis said there is DO
ICal way to give an accurate
estimate of volume L'mt is used.
"Even though I supply parts

for jobs, I encourage people who time consuming repairs can be
have parts to bring them in to is the worst part of his job,
help cut their costs," he said. Curtis said. For example, a
He charges for parts used but
not for his labor - that's why r:re~!O~:urre:~~~
the products can be sold at a goes well. U it is further
damaged in the repair process,
lower price.
Most of the work be does is for he may have to rebuild from
research rather than un- scratch and that may take up to
dergraduate classes, "although 12 hours.
the repairs a':e !!"t'1JUently for
Clrtis said the best part 01 his
the undergraduate Cl8SSf'S," he work is the variety of projects
said with a laugh.
and people that hi'! deals with.
"I meet all kinds of inHandling peop!~ who don't
understand how complex a.nd teresting people h~-," he said.

wed~.

Sale to combat hunger slated
A worll!. hunger sale sponsorea by Church Women United
and Southern Illinois Un,ted
Nations Association will be held
on April 7 at the St. Francis
Xavier Fellowship Hall at the
coreer of Walnut and Poplar
streets.
A yard sale of items including
books, plants, baked goods anrl
, ''lthes will be held from 9 a.m
~;o 3 p.m. An auction of larller

Fine Italian Fo~
204 W. College
549·7242

Breakfast Special
2 eggs, .~ sausages, .2 slices
of bacon, 2 pancakes

$2.19

small ~rder of biscuits & Slravy 194

ponde,·osa.
••,-. --'d~ Bi£'gest, Best
pUT'-"~
h·
lunch vs.lunc ~II
apaper bage

v:r;:fi

Puzzle answers
E P

I l E

MA

N

DE

A

A

A

o

items such as antiques and
furniture is scheduled for 1 p.m.
Lune'" will alSQ be served.
Donations foc the sale and
auction will be accepted April 2
tlJrough 6 a' the church.
P:-OCeed.5 of the lOth annual
sale will be given LO the UnitP.d
Nations Childl en's Fund, the
Community Hunger Appeal of
Church World Service and the
West Indies Self H,!lp pr$am.

PEA

R E

Basketball Banquet

~arch 28, 1984

~~~~ Reception 5:30 p.m.
6:30 p.m.
10.00 Tickets

1
I

'41

Student Center Ballroom

DI

Advance Sales,

Student Center TICket Office
536-3351 Fer rrxre il Jrnnatioo
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Fal m foreclosures on the rise
as farmers can't pay bacli debts
1a

CENTRALIA (AP) - In
Benton, a farmer sat on the
cOllrthouse steps and wept as
the farm he had owned for 29
years was aectioned off (0 a
lending cooperative.
Two hundred protesters stood
by. There were shouts, cursing,
tears.
"For 28 years, I walked up
those courthouse steps. paid
high tdXes. And the 29th year,
that same courthouse sold my
farm," said Lois Capogreco, the
wile of Royaltorl farmer Adam
Capogreco, whose farm was
sold after the couple defaulted
on a $2.38 million loan and flIed
for bankruptcy.
"I don't know if it was an
error by the courts, DY us or the
attorneys," she said. "All 1
know is that my husband and I
are victims of something that
should have never happened."
The 3,3OO-acre farm is .me of
about 101,000 in Illinois and
about 2.3 millioo in the country.

And increasing nUl.lbers of
those farms are being sold
because the owners can't keep
up with their debts.
No single agency appears to
keep track of all foreclosures on
farms and fp.:m equipment in

~~~:~ntrr~tbu~eth~~: ~~
foreclosures has been on th~
rise.
For example, the Far~ners
Home Administration, which
makes loans to farmers who
have ~n unable to meet their
credit
needs
elsewhere,
reported that it handled or was
involved in 1,357 foreclosures
natiOllwide in the year ending
Sept. 30, 1983. That was up from
844 the previous year.
In Illinois, the agency
reported it handled or was
involved in ~,) foreclosures
compared with aine the
preVIous year.
Fo- the borrowers who lose
their property, the paID is

Simon coal plan passed
by House subcommittee
By Dave Saelens
Staff Writer
A plan drawn by U.S. Rep.
Paul Simon, D-Makan~, which
could bring $1 million in funding
to the SiU-C Coal Technology
Laboratory has been approved
by the House Science and
Technology subcommittee on
energv develocment.
During a bi -writing session
on Department of Energy
research and development
programs, Simon's colleagues
or the subcommittee last week
approved at! amendment by
Simon to set aside $1 million
from overall Energy Department funds to be used by the
SIU-C
Coal
Technology
Laboratory for a variety of
re.;earch efforts.
Matt
Wetstein.
a
congressional intern with
Simon's Washington office, said
that if the amendment gets
approval from the full committee and on the House floor,
the
Coal
Technology
Laboratory could receive the
funding as early as fiscal year
1985, which begins in October.
J. Craig Carrell, project
coordinator with the Coal
TecijJlOlogy Laboratory, said a
research program h. being

developed which will decide
what proje(:ts the laboratory
will work on next rear. He said
th'l basic subjects being
examined for the program are
coal scien~e, preparation,
conversion L'!d uullzation.
Another amendment sponsored
by
Simon
which
proposes setting aside $500,000
to research coal-fired railroad
locomotives was also approved
last week by a House energy
subcommittee. Wetstein said
the large-scale research effort
is being developed to demonstrate
that
coal-fired
locomotives are more cost-effective than oil-fired diesel
locomotives currenUy in use.
The proposal calls for the
lcx.'omotives to be built by SIUC. the i\rgonne National
Laboratory in DuPage County
and one or more industrial
firms, and then be tested by lhe
Crab Orchard and Egyptian
Railroad in Mariun.

usually unbearable.
In
Greenville,
Jear
LaFrance, a native of Canada,
couldn't bear to watch as the
county sneriff and hir:d trucks
hauled uway his farm equipment - to provide $25,000
toward his $262,000 debt to the
Production
Credit
IIlini
Association,
a
lending
cooperative.
LaFrance let 20 of his friends
stand vigil as the equipment
was taken away.
"They took the tools of my
trade away from me," said
LaFrance, 42. "I own five
farms; they should have taken
OIle of my farms. Without the
tools of my trade, I cannot
make a living "
Such families are victims,
some contend, of rising interest
rates, insensitive government
policies and natural disasters catOe disease and bad weather,
for insU><JCe.

Course on u'ar to be offered
By Debra Colburn
Staff Writer

War and Its Alternatives: A
20th Century Survey, LAC 303,
section 2 is a new team-taught
course that will be offered from
11 a.m. to 12:15 p.m. Tuesdays
and Thursdays this fall by the
College of Liberal Arts.
The overall objective of th~
cO\lrSt' is to help students undl'!" N ••d war and the threat of
&nnit,Ilation. The course will
explore peaceful ways of
resolving the ')roblems that
have resulted in war in the past,
according to David Christensen,
a geography professor who will
be teaching part of the course.
He said the course is a way to
help students learn more about
war and peace issues than they
might in other courses.
Teaching the five-part course
will be John Howie, professor of
philosophy, Lionel Bender,
professor of anthroplliogy,
Rf)bert Hallissey, associate
director
of
Research
Development
and
Administration, Leland Stauber.

associate professor in political
scie.lce ann Christensen.
Christen&.n said all of the
people teaching the course are
interested in the broad issue of
peace studies. war and its
alternatives.
.
"All of the people involverl in
teaching see ways in which
their disciplines ha\'e concerns
with different aspects of this
issue and agree that it's
something tl'.at should have a
place in the University's
curriculum,' Christensen said.
There are no preretluisites for
the course. 1IJ each Jf the fi\'c
parts a quiz or noort will be
assigned and a fina'l exam over
the entire course will be given.
Christensen said he has been
concerned for severa; years
about the absence of this kind of
course on campus.
"This is such a tremendously
important issue that we ought to
be dong something more about
it here," he said. "We hope
there will be at least a couple of
dozen students who will opt to
take this as an elective."

l-~~
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David Carle. Simon's pres."
aide, said the COERR was
chosen as the testing site
because the railroad already
relies exclusively or: coal to
power its locomotives. and
bt.'ca..&Se it is a recognized
learler in the field.

From the Student Health Program
TOssed Salad
i w t~eat sauce

spaghet t
.
Stir Fried Rice

An Insert In Thursday'. Dally Egypt'an

Itpm

JI

~to

8 pm
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1967 COMMODORE 12x68. Good

~~:!l~r.~x~~7=t sell.

.. Cl»ulfled InformatioD Kales
(3 line mlnlmam, aJll!l"Dllmately
15 wards)

4420Ael!!6

25" ZENITH COLOR televisiC'''' ,"'PARrMENTS. CARBONDALE.
beautiful picture, excellent conVERY near campus West Mill
dition. Must sell. $ISO 457·7009
Street. townhouse st),le, 2-

h~::~~: I r~i~clse~nddboa!~~p'r~~~:":~

PIONEER CTF 500
deck. Like new. $65 finn.

refrigerator furnished. natural gas
water heater and furnace, 2-ton air
conditioning. owners do mowing
and normal refuse pickup.
Available June 1 or after, very

5454Agl26

.me Da,-55 ceo.. per line, per

day.
Two Da~ eeats per I1ne, per
day.
Three or Four Da,.......... ants
per I1ne, per day.
Five thnI Elgbt Da~ per

TDK

~~it~\~~~~~ln:~:7352 or
B5OOOBaI25

SA 90's $2.2Sea.

APARTMENTS. CARI3()NDALE.
VERY near camjlUs South Poplar

MAXELl

lI1Ie,perday.
Tea thnI Nlneleetl DaY*--33
ceats per line, per day.

UDXLlI

Twenty or More Da~Z7 ceats
per 1We. per day.
GUN SALE.

ALL Charter Arms

~~~;~t::~~~nt~ff~w:~~ny~

All Classified AdvertisinR must
be typed am procesaed befcre 12:00
IlOOD to appear in next clay's publieatioD. AnytIIiJJ8 processed after
12:00 IIOOIl will IJD in foIIoIlriIW day's
publication.

sell, trade and repair. Steams GUll
Sales,
316 N.
21st Herrin. Open
5Tuesday
thruSaturday.
Phone9 I-to
5408Af123
988-tr.81.

~~~~d~J'!s ~~ ~~rm:

" The leak stops here. WHu~

~::::~!I:'~~~~ \SSS'r~~~;FLOORBOARDS, DOORHINGES
It latches, Ford truck body
mOONS, foreign and domestic auto
and truck r.:p.iill. A!sG: Welding,
custom & repair. Mike Page·
Gator Texaco, lSOI W. Main St.
529-234'2. MOII.- Fri. 9:30 an.-1i:30
pm.
5498AbI2"

or=~~ed.
Classified advertiBintl must be

=:.:~=.:~~

JU.~~: ~~I~f~:7';~V ~m~~e
~ning leases now. B5161BaI25

University Moll
549.6731

FURNISHED EFFICIENCY
APARTMENT for rent. Close to

I

~

""Dear Customer'

~~k:~:~~~ef~~I~~~i~fie~

reasonable price. Call 549-Q174.
5436AliZJ
10 SPEED FUJI biC"f ele , Yamaha

some day service, and offer
free estimates with a 90
day warrantee. like that

,~~:;re~~~.st ..~eo :~~T29

~iI~~~e~~~mo'~~~~I~
SPACIOUS FURNISHED,
bedroom, ae, qrliet area:B~~~2a
GEORGETOWN APARTMENTS
REN'IlNG fall It summer for 2, 3, 4

~I{:::'~~~ .Y:nud ~~~.
II.. 549.5936
. . 403 S. Graham

MISS K:TfY 'S USED Furniture.

r~~ ~~i ~~~~l: Tt~u~C: :~

~i:~~ly~i~2P~,P~~D

co II
Allen.<li
....

B5240Ba131

FURNISHED,

4399BaI35

SUMMER

EquipmSH;'STEEN'S

!'-.'

1-2 BEDROOM

:::::~ud~~~~n:.c..57~t,

_STEREO· ••~ ...... "'~
Quick, Reasonable. Reiiab1e
Service on all Sterea-Video

:~~~. Free Delivery ~~f1~

85128 al25

NEW. 2 BEDROOM furnished 516

that Stereo and Television
Repairs need not be e>epen.

r~! S~h~~: ~"y~,::~itho:;r.loy~~y

ilitr:~' W~ler~~t~:iriC~o:
457.542~B45!f.

included. 529-3929,
7403, 457-2134.

~~:::~e ~~d ~a~or:r~:

:ll~.a~4~~~d Inn TaR~1i~:'

SAVE MONEY AND time. See
Carbondale's oldest radiator soop.
Yoo can bring your radiator or

$2.4gea

SHASTEEN'S

1";;;;========:::

~=;~. AJWW~3 w.> ¥Z~

The DaDy Egyptilla eallllOt 1M!
responsible f... more dIa. one
day', Inewred IueniGL AdvertiHn are responslllle for
dledJal tIIm adYertilement for
erran. Enws . . tile fallit or tile
adYerdIer wIlldIleuen Ute Y.hIe
or Ute adyertitemenl will M adjasted. II yc.r ad appean ....
eorreetJy, or If yea wIaIa &8 cancel
yea-ad, caDs:JI.33l1 before IZ:.
_
f . eaaeeDadoR III &lie HlIt
daY'IIuae.
ABy ad wtDcb ill c:::araIIed bef1lre
expiration will be charged a $2.00
senke ree. Any refImd under $2.00
will b.' forfeited due to the c:oat

g~~~~m~~~~~d:::::;",s~~n/~ari~
~~~C;:ef~':ene~c~~~oA~::\\:~~

ONLY.

SUBLET

~~~~fii~~~~~PJ::-~h~1

unl~it~1I
".:,.",;"""-,>%,,,,>,-"''''',) "'" 4,5 .YW-' , .

11

sun·porch, car~ort, beautiful
fUrnishings. $225. 29-4259.
5418BaI23

~,,,::~!!!~~,~,!~~~I~~., jJ

CLEAN, QUIET EFFICIENCIES
One, two and three bedroom apt.

PROFESSIONAL
DOG
GROOMING. All breeds. 549-3067.
Reasonable rates and Tender
Loving Care.
5223Ah159

Some
B5300BaI37

COCKER SPANIEL, MALE. 7
weeKS old. AKC registered. $100.
Call 549-5855.
5475AhI26

I',::~,:,~~!i!~~~:~ ,~,:,:]
FUJIMONTEREYI0speed.~e

~'ft'J~~~~~~~;: fr~~lA'~'

~~Iili~~~eh!~. g~~~.

FURNISHEo
MURPHYSBORO.
OR unfuroished, large 2 bedroom.
Carpeted. Quiet. Mature aduJ:S. No
pets. DepoSIt. $195. 54!f.2888
B5317BaI38
LAR\1E
FURNISHED
EF·
FICIENCY Apt. near Recreation
Building. One or two students.
'VItO, ac, summer or fall contact.
, -985-6947.
B55128al37
\PT, TOWNHOUSE STYLE, W
MiD, across street from Uruver·

FOR SALE FUGI sports I{)-Speed
buys 18 inch. Call 529-5745.
5702Ail24

~5~0 bedrooms. CaIlB'Wi~l~
I-BDRM

TGWNHOUSE. Spillway

:,~~v:~':e'7; 15$lsrsCir~i, q~~~

t

ut;iities! 3-bdrm
Luxury! 529-1379.

LUXURY TWO BEDROOMS, fo
Summer or August. Unfurnished
or furnished. Very nice~~~'38
GARDEN PARK ACRES. fH1 E.
Park Avenue. Summer' 84 or Fall·
Spring , 84·' 85. 9 or 12 mont
leases. 2 bedroom. 2 bathroom,
livil!g room, kitchen furnished

$34.95

:~~ 1i~~~~~Slamr.~i5. ~!fJe ~~~~~~rer~ool,
1·9!n·9697.

FURNISHED

5455AmI26

1975 RABBiT 4 speed, AM·FM.
Good condition. $900.00. OBO. 457·
6166.
5474Aal25

:i';ra;a[.~~5. drape~7V.~~

'70 VW. ORANGE, ~'Inroof, am·
fm, good condition. $850 or best
offer. Call 549-6203 eveni~~iAaI26

Mobile Home.
~-

t~r5:on~:r: ~~26\~~'J~:':~. ~:J~

1973 OLDSMOBILE DELTA 88,
PS, PB, AC. Stereo. New
par-.s. 529-2538.
5465Aal29
1977 VW RABBIT,

3000.

5478AaI23

CRAB ORCHARD, 1m 12x55 and
lar~e shaded lot. All i'eplaeed
waSher.dr~A~t:a

1973 FORD XLT 150 Truck.
Automatic, 360 engine. $1995. Call
549-3000.
B5248Aal33
'71 CHEVY IMPALA, 6 cvl.
automatic. En= afireat, body'
~~~w tires. • =:l~
'73 BUICK LESABRE,

:.ft;. iances,

I 12x60 VERY NICE, unfurn.,
comfortable, AC, extras, utility
~,~, =~~. park. M~1:1%&

4-door.

~~~I~!~i~7~way C~7~26
1974l FORD CAPRI. Runs wen.

~o:!r~f:;~I~~~:t, ~Aa'f:
:
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B5OO8Ael26

8'BY32' FURNISHED MOBILE
home at Roxanne Trailer Cort. on
S. 51. $l1S00. B. C 549-2831.
5196Ael27

4-?t:d, air

~~~~~h~rxC!lr~:\i~«f M~~Yset,

$2000, 529-4697.

J

1971 12X1iO MOBILE horne. New

f:,t f(iRa~~~t, A. ~51~~Js

I=~~:ll'54-:1~~~ r::.

1980! 14x60. Central air, un·

.

itl84

t

sell,

44119Ael29

CARTRIDGES:
Audio Technica
'T-70
Audio Technica
AT-330
IMS 1466E
Nagatron 1951E
Nagatron 1751S
Ortofon FF15XE

tr;;.sh piCkUp included.

I

PEAVY' , CLASSIC" GUITAR

~'OG~do~on~~o~;::J, i:l~

$19.95

eve.

$19.95
$14.95
$29.95

IECORD CAIE:
Audio Technica
Sonic Broom
$10.95
Discwasher
Disc Cleaner
$13.95
D'Stat Mats
$6.95
SC-'l Styius Cleaner $6.95
Zerostat
$19,95
Anti-Stotle Gun

~r:ttmID
715 S. University
549-1501

5448Anl23

F-

~rc~~~tv t~Us~~~!!E~ose ~o
cam~s.

carpeted, ae water an d
t;as~ck.up paid. Cah after 4pm,
457·
.
5712Bal27
MURPHYSBOR 0,
3 ROOMS.
carpet, clean, (,"Ouple preferred No
85472BaI24
pets. 867-2643.
BIG & BEAUTIFUL 2 bedroom ae.

studios. P. A.
Core, 457-5641.

2376.

rentals. Sound
5404An139

GUITAR, HOHNER ELECTRIC,
Mint condition, Hard shell case.
$125.53&-5561. Ask for Eric.
5492AnI26
6 STRING GUITAR and case. Must
be restrung. $SO. Call after 4pm.
457-6132.
5555l\n124

1-;ej·j·jHi---1

I'

Apartment.

410 WEST FREEMAN; 3 bedroom.
$490 per month. 2 bedroom, $..190
per month. efficiency, $193 per
month. SI1I!ciaI rates for 12 month
leaso!S anil summer term. Call 45711689 evenings.
85159Ba124

I
I

~~Jill42

SURE SM 58-57, $110-$120 New.

~~~ce:. ~~~~~3t~:-s& ~~e~;:1

$24.95
$49.95

tl

SIU ~1f~f42

EFr~ICIEN T

fu)~R~:1~io~.r;r.~ ~r:~~,:d

ANTIQUE OAK BED for sale. This
is a beautiful bed in excellent
condition. Call 549-741Yl. +l14Aml23
.. LAKE OF EGYPT" :'IIewer
owner built 2700 foot home on 2.29
acres, 150 foot water frontage,
steel dock, four bedroom, three
~throoms, ~ireplace, heat pump,

Avail. Au .
5445Bal

I

~::i~g ':o0~'$f1~00 ~"c:::~. ~

>l66Bal 26

CARBONDALE.
NEA R
HOSPITAL.
Furnished.
1
bedroom, bath with shower. N
pets. Aprill. 549-8160. 5477BaI23
SUBLET 1 BEDROOM unfurnished apartment. 10 minut
walk to campus. Gas. water, tra~.
~Ck.u~, air-conditioned. Availabl
45~!~i. Days. 453-3067. ~W~f:s
FURNIS;!to:D APT. 3 bedroom &.

~~m. ~ Sca~~~~e. 45l~'

message.
ONE

B~")ROOM

5481 Bal26
FURNISHED

~a~ fJ~:e~~~~~il~~~rts
+lIBBaI2S

FURNISHED STUDIO APART·
MENTS. A'j utilities paid. 6111 S.
Washingto'n for summer. Gos
Property Managers, 549-2621.
B55538a131

Now Renting lor Spring.
(Hiciencies ~.nd , bedroom apt..

No pets. 1a;:,::,~:li'i.S.

(2 block. hom campu.)

::==========11
51.5...wll....

4)1.7"'

54•. 2454

3'" 4 BEDROOM. Close to e1~.

~ :;1~:~' Open May~i~bl26
FURNlSHEn~ 6 BEDROOMS. 2
bwaatshhr::'d:' e~~S~~~~!\ ~~~aJlr~:
Y
M
1
street parkinf.s near emorla
Hospital. Nope . Call 45=bl26

PA.KTOWNI APAIITMINTS
Perfect fOl" professionals
900+ sq. ft. 2 bedroom

CARBONDALE
NICE
FUR·
NISHED 3 bedroomh. close to
:7~: $300 per montB~~l~

luxury aportments.

YOU'LL H.o\VE WASHER, dryer.
eentral air. lPrge dinin, room.

457..3321

~~m~~r::!~e~rl~;

Now 'aking Spring con'rac" lar
eHici.... i... , bedroom and 2 bed·
roam apt. 3 block. fram Campus.

Carieo. 549-7653 or 457.332sksBbl29

No pets

A SECURITY FOR 2 in 2 bedroom

GI_WlII.._ .........
51 .. 5. U"lwenlly
457.7941 54.·2454

APA....MlNTS
SIU approvM lot
............... andvp

NOW . .NTlNG POll

IUMMlllto .ALL
Feo1urinF EIfIcIencIea. 2 & , lid.

WI*"

Split ' - ' apfS.
Swl"""",, pOOl
AIr......tlIlonl. .
Wall
_ _II .......tI. .

",1" ....... ....

Cable TV . .rva

Moin--.HrYtc.
Charcoal grll"

ANOYET
VBIY OOSE TO CAMPUS
Fori............... _"",by

Th.Quads
12f17S. Wall
457-41U
SHOW APAlITMENTS
Mon .• Wed .. Fri..

1-5pm
Sat .. lI-3pm

cl

~~e fatr~:~ ~k~'d~iM:::i-al

gas heat full baseme.1t. large lot,
adequate parking. $325 monthl.y.
Starting June 1. 457-3321. sa72Bb129
TWO BEDROOM HOME at 1~
Carico. Natural.gas heat air.

g~:;:: $27~~~~t~:·457.~~e
5571 Bbl29

CARBONDAlE. GREAT FOR a
young group. Rent this 3 bedroom.
eentrally air conditioned. ~as

r!~~a~m~~:.I~e!~kc"ti.

dining room '" liackyard. June
occupancy. 457-3321.
5567Bb129

~;!!::~-=.:~=:

~~.:.;:;.:~~=
t.1.1t~I"",_"",

CIIN

IftON

penon. 11~"'.

.....

u.u.....

molt

""'-'-P. --...1.-...

Now ••ntl.,. For Sprlne
Hou_ Close to c.",pu.

",odeled

Furnished or Unfurnished
4·1ed.""",:

2081ta1pi101 Drive

209 Wnt Cherty

2·ledrao;", 504 S. Hayes 12

"'ml.*

FALL.
earn
pus. SUMMER,.
one to £1"11 CLOSE
bedroomtO~=S4=9=-3=3=7=6::or==S=2=9:-1:1:":9=::;
r
~~~~~~rid ~=.hed. car·
NOW RENTING fOR
5151Bb127

.

FALL OR SUMMER

NewlY REDONE
APARTMENTS AND HOMES
CLOSE TO CAMPUS
One 10 _
bedroom """_
One to four bedroom apartments

529.1082 or 549..3375
, . . . er..twIew.

MALIBU VILLAGE
NOW RENTING
FOR SUMMER AND FALL

re';:::i:
uC:3~';:~ne~li s~T~~~
anchored witli steel cables on

=~el!f::rrsAr ~=:~~a;'t~~r

conditioning. night lighting,
asphalt drive '" front door parkin~
owners do mOWing and normal
refuse piekup. AvaIlable JUlIe 1 or
after. very com~tive prices. call
:~~52 or 529-5 . Si~\i~~

Three LocatlorlS
Rent StDrts at 5165
1. Hwy. 51 S. Mobile Home.
12 & 14 Wides, locked mailboxes, close

CLOSE TO CAMPUS. 'tuiet. Front
and rear bedrooms. F'lrnish,~.

to laundromat, 9 or 12 month lease.
Special summer rates. Satellite dish with
MTV and FM channel and HBO available

~::- i~~uJ~~ fn~t";~~r.:~

underpinned.

Cable TV

and

~~~~Ie ft~tileS~~e ~~c.t~

mile South 51.

2. 1000 E. Park Mobne Hom. .

B51SOBcl27

l2X5O FRONT AND rear bedroom.
One or two person rate. One mile
south of STU. Jay 529-1~JzwBcl30

12 & 14 Wi des close to campus, close
to laundromat. 12 month lease, coble
vision available.

1 BEDROOM. $1 \0; 2 bedroom.
$130; ~uiet. excellent condition. No

3. 710 W. Mill Apartment.

~is.J.mished. SouthW=3~r:t

Two bedroom, across street from campus
Medeco lock systerT' for extra security
12 month lease. cablevision available

ONE BEDROOM APT. eiean.
nieely furnished, heat and water
included in rent. Located 1""
miles east of University Mall. Rent
range $155-$175 per month. Also
DOW taking summer contracts at
reduced rate on both 1 bedroom

CALL

:.t~:~'Us~~Ys~~~~~:r

5 p.m.

529-4301

525OBcI33

NOW

2 BEDROOM EXTRA nice. Town
'" Country. No pets. 549-:~Bcl35

457_

N.wly ••

MURDALE HOMES IN Car·

~~~~s. ~Wmik:t~es!i~~~I~

Shopping ... Kroger. 2 miles or 9
minutes to campus or downtown.
no highway or railroad traffic,
fr.ostfess refrigerator. 3().gallon
water heater. 5Ofoot lots. trees and

3 _

. ....,.....

BEAUTIFUL 14X70. RAISED
kitchen. dishwasher. central air.
::ing. Available DOwBs~l~~

1""

NEW 14X60 2·BEDROOM,
bath. Extra nice. Energy efficient.
Central air. No pets. Warren Road,
549-M91.
85299Bcl37

NICE 12X60 2 bedroom furnished
or unfurnished. 2 miles east of
Carbondale. $190. 684--2663.
5388Bcl23
lZX50 ONE BEDROOM. Semi·
furnished. a-e. $ISO.00. 457-4084.
5412Be126
12X55 UNFURNISHED. WASHER

&r dryer. a-e. $195.00. 457-:n'Bcl26
DBL. WIDE MODULAR home. 3
Bdrs .. 2 baths. fully furnished.
central air. wet bar. stora~e.
~~~. Summer·rent J!~~~J;

2 BEDROOM. NEAR mall in small
wooded court. Firejllace, breakfast bar, 12x20 foot living room.
Absolutely no ~ets. Available

~T~t~t3973.arrj ~~18B~ri:

CARBONDALE.
$125
BEAUTIFUL. clean. furnished 2 '

. . . . . . .Cl-fttyf_.
_._IaII.

!;,!.!'~..!::;~;.~7·
3_

. ....,.....

.. a'a .......... 2 ....... """"'.

S375-'ItIfI'IIneI'. "'"..foH. (Hav.
......,.llf~)

~~~~~~~t.61r~~~
544i0Bcl25

fWO tvfINI'Iet

,_ aI' CrwtwIew. , _ . _ .
."..gart . . . . twomoreor-ovWr«t'1O

......... ~.~surnmer.$OS-faU.

__.""""',

"S1.~.3
D!O-wmmer, I4SC).fGJl. two p.apie need one
Gnel"l'lONor...avW,....IO ....... rww .......

7_ 4GO W. WIllow. 3 _ . _

-

CARBONDALE. 1!:!05, 3 bedroom.
all elect. Water and trash inc. No

FOR SALE OR rent Mobile Home.

=.<'f~~f ~~~~
nished mobile borne. Available

anytime. 529-5920.
CARBONDALE.

....... ~.-"'"
•.•,0.,-.
.. --.._ .....

campus. N!' nets. 457'7~5s<nBCI26

"I09N.

&,__ •,_..... _.

AIR

NICE AND CLEAN two bedroom
available for summer, fall and

lavatories. with other students in

~ori::ltsW~~8dm:~i:c}~ SIU.

LOW COST HOUSING, Reduce
summer rates. Different location.
Check with Chuek·s. 529-4444.
B~Bcl40

TWO BEDROOM AVAlLABlE,
April 15--A':!t. 15. Extended livin5

r~~~ie \~f!t~a~e~a~5eJ~~
~ appreeiate. Excellent for grad.
~~=-. $350. Tota! SUblea~~~~

MURPHYSBORO.

"'-.

,~.

fami.,rvom.So4CJO.wmrn .......7S-""1

11. 117. . . . . Inut.

,,,_•.

5 _ _ _ $100-

month Mdt wm_, 11lS-month totl.
and trQIh indud.d.

twa

.um.".,

wbl.-tten ovoil·

SlOCknor1th.ach~.SI~foIl

11. U13 014 W_ la. _ "'- on
. . . . . . . oIro.n;,bectroom,$2OCh ..onth
summ.rJ2«)..monthfoli.

, .. UlS()LII!.'!'_lS.3--...

ttr.pIoc.,
two _
people
n _ _ _ ....,.. •. 11lS___
.SI5G-IaI'

PERFECT FOR A cou~e is this

:~lede~~iren~::e~ for~:lrar::d

11 . . . . . .
d d.I"

I

t.

.1'.

~

.........
"I

...........
-.-,...,... ....._.,--... ...l .. MDoW.r ....... .-~~iL

2ta.droom.Sl.51).monthNftWMll"oncIIfoU.

17. . . . . . . . ItNet 'Y. . . .Ie

-..

---.-....

1nducIed. 'IOO-month MIIftfMI'. "12.50-fotl.

!! !..~"'!'"w!r.1!: ~•.::.:=.
JfaVIDUAl ctJNftAC'BAVMAIlI

"!K*EIIOSTANCU

5569Bc129

e CABLEVISION

YOU'LL SAVE MONEY now and
next fall in our two and three
bedroom natural gas he&ted
mobile homes at SoUthern Park,
Malibu or E. College Street.

e$145-$360

~1:: ~'~l~y·

See

t~~~Lrla

ROYAL RENTALS

r:a,::"ge.a~~~y!emtcr::r 'ca~~~~

book shelves, TV in lounge, pay

~~~::~hi~~~u~r ii~~::

Utilities ineluded in rent. very
eeonomical. very competitive.
Available JUlIe 1 or after. CaU 457·
:!~. or 529-5777. sign~~M~~~

FURf'lISHED PRIVATE ROOMS
in co·ed boose very close to

~ru~u:iili~e':. :~~:~ ~i:il~'

=~~~~i.f~~V~~
5502B~

529-1869.

11·~·.·"·'.'··:=::!:m:"J

elaundrom~t

TWO BEDROOM REDUCED
Rent. available now. No pets.
please. 45H352 after 4Pfs5s&Bc141

and well mamtained. Washers and

§~aki~g:~~~in",ea~tr'!Ttli"~

FREE BUS
TOSIU

CON·

~t!:(;~s~m~:er~~~~

~Ji~c::~~t a?~. e~~~

2

B5612Bel26

spnng. $ISO .• 549-7653.

e1 or 2 baths
e 2 or 3 bedrooms

12.1112 •• W......t.5 _ _ _
....

121[60

=:Le~~l1!itd=itai&aIl~

6775.

.... tndYdtd, S42S-~,_ $52S·foU

10•• ,a

a~~~~~e~~ro:,~f

lrniversity Library. You have trey
io the apartment and to your
privat(. room. You have your own
privale frosUess refrigerator '" 2

54nOBcI23

,..... ..... twoftliON.Of'COVIdMsutnrner"
~,OIa)u&d.-.nttothr . . new,.op&.

ROOMS. CARBONDALE. FOR
men '" womeol students in separate

~~~H~'t~sriow~U9-~~~~~~~'

$35C).monmtufftl'Mt. SUG-foIl

a. S'2

~~~ ROOMS AT good ':~

-'*
i ~···O'iU.
HOMES
M

.~--

Onlyof2Campus.
miles
/'forth
51"111-"_
Availablo:

r.

~
HWY 51 NORiH
'1--1~
---

$019·3000

Now Taking Contracts
For Summer and
fai:!Spring Semester

.............,

SUMMEIt~AVMAlll

RATES

MUST 1IN151.1MM81 tOO-JAIN FC:!t ~

A.m.

Eft.
llc1rm. Apt.
28drm.Apt.
2Bdrm.

$110
$140
$200

$300

Mobile Home

$95$110

$110$155

$155
$185

All location. are furnished
onci a/c.
NO PETS

PRIVATE ROOM FOR

man

~~u'rilm:sbl~:ru~':3.' ~a~~o

cooking. call 457-7352 orB~~iZ1m

""-"22
Dady Egyptian, Man:b rI•.

1".
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GRADUATE ASSISTANT-FOR
fan semester fill' Wellnesa Center.
Will prvvlde ~I cc.unseling in
LARGE 4 ROOM duplex. near

§~'i§:a:~a' b~r~S~~~~}e af~~
planning

and

implementinll

CAMPUs.. PAINTERS IS now
interviewing in Evanston. IL for
spring and SlUIlmer work. If ~u

~r.!. ~=ib:~r ~ar:~or~
~~,:t!r st':d!~::~Ral:fll~

=~:T.~~~~.starting ~~~g::1 eff!~8[na~! s~t~ thicagos north suburbs and have
•
44OOBh35
r;;.~::"a ta~C::l~ 1::d:::.~~ =r~~r!l't~,'k:~~~l~.
CARBONDAL~ 1 BEDROOM,
~"'d
uall
60201.
5614C128
~::z:ss~er, ~ fall~ r:~rti~~tro~ ~~i~:~!dt{;er~~~~~ ATTENDANTS: FOR SUMMER
~~ !!~ca:~rpO:t~i: ~:Si~AI ~bl:-~tul:n:S!i~
OFF 51 S. 1\.2 miles south of Arnold's. 2 bedroom over 1 acre IoL
Country atmosphere. Custom
kitchen. Shali carpet. Lots of
storaFte. Apf,liances furnished.
~~ pre erred. S2=~~i

2-

SUBLET
(SUMMER).
BEDROOM d~lcll, quiet area~ ac.
laundry facilities. FUrnished, .150~~il:is~egOtiable. call a~~~~

~~ne for applicatiOll :.a~

PHOTO STUDENT WORKER
positloil available. Must have
r--e vious work experience in black
and wblte darkioom procedures
and photocopy. Must bave

~t:.tV:OSh~J'~tf:;!~C~:S~

have moming or afternoon work

~~S~r~Cf:e::~~~:~

':;;:~!;~:::J -~ee-U-~-~d'-E-S-'fo-r-R-Nm-'S-ig-r-a-~t-RSSSOC-h~-~-I;-t~S
FEMALE ROOMMATE NEEDED
for rest of semester. 6-~
bouse on Oak St. Call S2s-3512.

program. Union County. Tem§orary. June tbru Octoher.

p~!ffr':-~ b~~Pnao~js::;::n':f2:~~:

Apply at Woody
Hall, BlSO 01' call 453-5138. 571OCl25

related field and orientation to the
delivery of alcohol services.

~::~~~I:!k~$!t2209n:j.!~

WILDWOOD
PARK
NICE
sbading lots, fJ5hi.ng la'ke,.g;cnic

206. DuQuoin. IL. 62832. E. O. E.
4419CI25
BARTENDER·WAITRESS, 3.
hrs-wk .• some weekends. apply at

B4413:Qll3l

rMj"",,8t'·,:0,;·.. ~~~~~~~':~~~~d~
ALASKAN

JOBS:

FOR

in-

COMPAmONFORYOUNGblind
=fers~~an.:jusd

::~~:~j,t~er.An eq~lt

:1a~c:m~C::~~~t~~~~~

B5334Cl:l4

SERV
TYPING - RUSH JOBS and
regular. Cassette tapes tran·
scribed. Termpapers, theses·
dissertations. bOok manuscripts,

~~~~'Y:ver~~~~'

~:!ol)ob~rJces~ ~o:~.
d
. I'!~'A.
4996C123
:arTr~~
l~!nilY fr:!sWe:c:'

drywa1lin&. painting. electrical,

;=-ys~~~.O.~

Reasonable rates. 457·7026.
1>II1OEl33

Driver's license and references

WANTED TO BUY. Class rings
old gold,. silver, broken jewelrY
coins. scrap. sterling silverA. 'lId

~i~es~()s:::~g g{~I~eA;en~e.

B5345FI40

45H831.

TO LOAN - CLOTHING and·or
accessories by these designers for
an exhibit on the latest Asian

~~el ~e:~~~t~ZO T~~~l

~~~m~:k!:e~i~J~~r~' y~~~
~~~~~an~~,tl~~"Ki:~~;f!!
Lee. Hee Suk Gang, Nora Noh,

33"/4ElS9
:fraft ---------THE HANDYMAN-CARPENTRY,

"'ucsoo, Arizona 63717.

John Ovney
is 24 Today.
What 8 cute poelf

~"')8M~~I~~ re~?~~~~IL~:d
~e~l~t B~~~~t Je~!:mr~

NEEDED PERSON TO teacb
baton class and two cheerleadin~

•

B4422El24

~tei1~~c~l. (~~i~~I&:;r At;p~;

~J)
.b '1
disabled populations or relatea
area. Pay Commenserant plus
with experience. Send resume to

per

~~r:Wr.:.:.'£i. ~Jf';Or ~:

34So3!m or 684-6402.

at King's Inn Hideway, in per5(>n.
Main. C·dale.
+W6Cl28

BIG, SECLUDED SHADY mobile
home lot. First month free. $45.
month. We pay $100 for moving.
III
S th H 'v. 51.
~~~~~l'.;;. ey. ou B53~lBl13il

=~~:~t.

MACHINE EMBROIDERY
DEMONSTRATION (free motion

125 E.

to Administrator, PO Box No.401,
Herrin. IL 62948. postmarked no

re::Jo::(¥~n$~~~~sp. I8~ to~

TYPING.
CHEAP,
EXPERIENCED.
Fast service.
Papers, theses, etc. Electric
typewriter. 41>7-4568. 5700El33

IMMEDIATE
OPENINGS
FEMALE Dancers, $S.OO-hour plus

2 FULL TIME live-in staff
positions available as residential
service providers. Minimum

Mobil. Hom. Lot.
~ifications, Bachelor's Degre.e
(l.:;;,.;.;~~~~~s~a~11 dWle'~e'xpeo~~te.W,th WDJl:1I Wlle·dth

~ae~~~~~IIle~P~~oo~~ 8l~~~o~~~
~~r' ~~~:ogy therif':}O~~l

IMMEDIATE OPENING FOR
Barmaids. AfP~ at King's Inn
:!!:!!:l:.Y' 82
. Mai~~~fa

:~~~~ ~;a='le!I~ ~~i~r:eo:nwRfi~~~ag:nt~~

3432BgiU
QUIET
RESPONSIBLE
NON-"
.
P ~'3B
AG M
SMOKING PhD student lOOk~fOl'
ph~:~::;'. Ii. 6114-~~ B5S49C~-

=rtt~.fter MaYs1kBI(~

per~onar care.

PERMANENT HAm REMOVAL
for face and body utilizing the only

~:: n::~lg.y~ao:i~y

ha::t.

~~~~p!.~g Ki"l<e'::~~ot~i t~~:

tribuhons will be insured and
returned in tbe same condition
receiv-ci!
5704Fl2S

•

LOST.

LOST-LONG HAIRED black cat
with White chest and boots in
Emerald Lane vicinity. Reward
Please call 457-8897 after5~~24

Love 'f8, Podnar
Win Prizes
Valued Up To

$20!!

AN EXTRA-LARGE green army
AIRLINES HIRING!

u.~~~etth,:~~k~f ti~st~

STEWAR-

g,~~~Swo~r~:,~:!io~m! f~:-

Directory, Guide. Newsletter. 1(916) 944-4444. Ext Southern 11. Air.
5241C127

t

FEMAl.E DANCERS. 5 nili!hts a
week. p ..'lential SID us per 'hour.

~c7Th~~.:c,: ~
.. W&~

DAVIS

CONSTRUCTIONfrom a hole in your
.-oof to a whole new house. Affordr.ble quality. 457-8438. 487:;El59

I .&JIlYTHING

MACHINE EMHROIDI.RY
DEM'lNSTRATION (fee motion

MINI

~~~~~'~t~aJ~~

many sizes available, low mOlltbly
rates, for more info., call 529-1133.
B5129El43

INTEIVIIWS

MARCH 29,

...... -...-

3496GI26

results. 337 Lewis Lane. Phone 4574924.
BS083El26

STOR-N·LOK

CAM'US

back.

[,.':i: tem:h!$Ii:it!!)

JEWELRY REPAIR. NORTH
Star Creations. 717 S. Illinois
Ave. 457-8533. Complete line of
lo~e gem stones for custom
designiDg.
4644E123

ON

~~o~~n~ieK~':.~ ~~~dG~~t

BOLEN FURNITURE REPAffi
alfers you over 30 yrs. experience.

~~~:~!YPa~~f~~~~~

A Career For You
IUINOIS POWER, COMPANY

had a large ~eyring and a
microphone m the Pockets. If you
have an~ information about any al

BILL'S TRAILER REPAIR. We
fix all
FreE est. J fully ins.
~1er~ em~~e to fIX JT90~~

tYB:'

~~~W:~~fJ:~~~ ~:
34~3973

or 684-6402_

Today & Wednesda,·
9am.3pm

in the
Student Center

•

B56UJ1.24

Try your luck

ADUU
M'::'A!~~:SO
.IN'AU.VlD/05HOWS-~

with

SEKA·HOlMls·ra.
_ _ IN1II .. _CII'XXlCSTAU
"IUI'NO

TV.Radio-Movies

823 5 IL. AV CARBONDALE
NOON·5:00 MON·SAT

754 a chance

LIlt F,r An I',,?

TYPING. THE OFFICE. 409 W.
Main St. 5&3512.
4394E132
BRAKE WORK.

LOWEST rates.

guaranteed.52s-2287.

3421E127

I AIM DESIGN Studio. Garments
designed. clothing confltruction

~~e:J!~~=:

caAkJEf3il

CARPENTRY; PAINTING; LTD.

~=~~fe ~a~~enJ::t w~~

CrimmOll 457·2401.
PAINTING.
EXTERIOR,

5444E138

INTERIOR·
Guaranteed

=~~nal~~~ty. AI Ra~
BIOFEEDBACK COURSE CD·

~~~YePce;:h~1~3 og:~~ ~o

ell8minatiOll, individualized, JiDurs
arranged to suit, bands-on ex·
periern:e, iearn re1Sxation. control
stress, beadaches. etc. 453-4301.
5465El24

$" , D. E. $,/s, Rsp F,r Ylur
CIIl$iIW ,ntI DiIp/Iy Atkll'liling Nss"Page 16, Daily Egyptian, Marcb 'D, 1984
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The st. Louis Cardinals and
both Chicago baseball teams
were active in trading and
releasing players Monday as
the exhibition season nears its
close.
Veteran reliever Tim Stoddard. acquired by the Oakland
A's in December, was dealt
away in a trade with the
Chicago Cubs.
The A's got two players,
minorleaguepitcherStanKyles
and another player who will be
named later.
Si.:-ddard, 31, was with the
Balti-nore Orioles six seasons
before that club traded him to

handed reliever was 4-3 with a
6.09 earned run averagt. last
season,
Kyles, 23, is a right-hander
~, posW1~th atwoCOmCubbsilin~fa9-rmI2

• ~..vrd ..
clubs last season. He will join
one of the A's minor league
teams.
Stoddard was unimpressive
with the A's in his exhibition
game appearances.
The Cardinals announced that
they have aslred waivers on
N!Serve catcher Jamie Quirk
fcoorndi~ti'f' Purposerelease.Of his un-

onaJ

Quirk, who joined the Car-

National League cJub Jast
season, starting in 16 behind the
plate. Quirk batted .209 for the
season and had 11 RBI.
The catcher broke into the
major leagues with Kansas City
in 1977. He was tradeii to
~mwaukee in 1977 and reunited
with the Royals the foUowing
year, where he remained until
signing with the Cardinals.
Quirk played in 431 games
and batted 244 in just over
seven major 'league seasons.
The White Sox asked waivers
on pitchers Randy_Martz, Steve
Mura and Kevin Hickey for the
purpose of releasing them

The SIU-C Wellness Center
and Student Health programs
will bost the sixth annual
Lifestyle Roadrun on April 7.
Me!li will sponsor the event
and will award more than $650

win $20. There are 18 divi,sions,
including a wheelcilair race.
More than 400 runners entered last year's Roadrun, won
by SIU-C track star, Chris
Bunyan. According to Ken Carr,
director for the Roadrun, he
exoects this year's race to be
bett.......;

line will each receive $50, the
second will each win $40, the
third will each receive $30 and
the fourth will Imch win $25.
Cach age di";sion winner will

"1'b.is is one of the most
est. 'llished races in Southern
IUiJK.1S," Carr said, "and this
r.ear, the course is better since
1t will be in the west part of
campus."

:i~:::~~ f~r:tf:S~

Women ruggers fall in shutout
The SIU-C women's rugby
club took a beating from
Chicagi) 18-0 Saturday at the
rugby pitch by Abe Martin
Field.
The loss drops SIU-C's record
to 1-1.
fUlin and a mud-soaked field
set ~e stage for a slopp~ game.
Ch!csgo scored two qwck trys
in the fll'St half, and led 8-0 after
missing both field goal kicks.
SIU-C's defense held Chicago
from scoring through the
remainder of the fll'St half and
through most of the second until

generic.

Chicago broke through for two
.
more trys.
The second game of the
doubleheader was caned off
when fullback Maria Erickson
with
a
neck
injury,
delaying the game until an
ambulance could arrive.
•
SIU-C won its season opener
4-0 March 17 over a strong st.
Louis rugby club.
SIU-C will play host to
Lakeshore, another Chicago
club at noon Saturday, SIU-C
has won its last three contests
with Lakeshore.
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Lifestyle Roadrun to be held
By George Pappall
S'-ff Writer

Muca,

righthanders, spent most of the
Cut & Style-$lO I
1983 season at Denver where
I
W· h'C d '
I
Mllrtz was 8-'1 with a 5.12 ERA
h..-__ ~__
and Mura 3-11 and a 4.82 ERA.
I Perm ~pecial-$25f
Martz was obtained from the
J-o _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ -'
Cubs in a six-player trade last
300~, Moln(Hunler Bldg.)
winter, while Mura was drafted
Corbondole.1/
from the free-agent com,~ ~.:.QO..5.. :30Tues-FrI'l
pensation pool last year, also. . ',' ~
9:QO.~:OOSat i!
Hickey, a lefthanded reliever, H)~' ~<~..
i_
had 9 1-2 record with five saves
- ~
and a 5.22 ERA with the White
-'
.-_'_~=.I
Sox but was sidelined the
,..
. 1Il~
§
second half of the season
~__ i!
because. of a shoulder injury.
1IIIIIIIIIIIlll1lll1fIIIIII1H1. . . . ..iI

Tne race will begin at the
comer of Lesar Law Building
and will go west to McLafferty
Road, north to Chautauqua
Road, west to Roden Road,
south to Reservoir Road, east to
McLafferty Road, around the
smaU group housing road and
back to Lesar Law Building.
There will be two distance
races, one at 10,000 meters and
the other a two-mile run.

rn~r
OUR 2nd ANNIVERSARY!
.,!;
.';'( .'~

:':~'>-;.'_i.
/

U mailed, entries must be
postmarked by 'Saturday and
sent to the Division of Continuing Education on the SIU-C
campus. Entries will also be
accepted up until April 5 at
Washington Square.

FREE CAKE

A CHAMPAGNE

with every me~1 .

. __
'(f"_~;"_'_MARGA.(;:;:~I_as_ts_).....

.{..

GLASS 1.25 PITCHERS 7.50

ourly Specials on Me..lcan .eer
• 11 N. Washington
457-3308

. . . . . . . . 1§I"1Dl!1S

next to Campus
McD("l"Ialds

plain white copies .................. 05'
self service ........................04
815 S. Illinois, Carbondale

~~

4·~l·

...
..
~~~

A'akJ~'

,"-"-';',

Now's the time to think about
Not Just ~ny
nng-a 14K Gold College Ring
from ArtCarved, The karat gold
Jewelry that's designed <'Ind hand'
crafted for lasting value,
And now an ArlCarved 14K Gold
College Ring is more affordablt: than you
think Choose from an entire COllection 01
14K Gold ArtCarved College Rings and
save $25. ThLs offer is for a limited time
only. so come in and see all the great
ArtCarved styles with the custom options
that can let you have the ring 01 your
choice. the way you want it.
So graduate in style. Graduate io gOld!

~

. ~ , ~..:.• , ~·your college ring.

LAST DAY
9:30-4pm
PLACE' ~srrv

BOOKSTORE

C 1983 A:lGarved Class Rings Inc

Daily Egyptian, March 'Z1. 1984. Page"l7
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GYDlnasts reach 278 average

Michigan moves
into NIT titl1' game

By Ueorge Pappas
Stafl Writer

NEW YORK (hP)
Sophomore center Roy Ta, pley
scored 23, points, including two
free throws with 45 seconds
rem3ining that g.we Michigan
the lead for good Monday night
and advanced the Wolverines
into the finals of the 41th
National Invitation Tournament with a 78-75 victory
over Virginia Tech.

In the last meet before the
NCAA championship, the SJU-C
mefl gymnasts did what they
had to do to push their average
over ele 278 mark.
The SaJukis scored 278.25
poi~ts '0 take third in the four·
team Illinois Open last weekend
at Champaign. The score raised
the Saluki average to 278.14.
The lIIini surprised even
themselves by scoring a 1984
NCAA season-high 284.OS points
to win the meet. Iowa finished
second with 278.80 points while
Indiana State fmished fourth
with 274.25. The rest of the
competitors of the meet were
individualists.
Saluki Coach Bill Meade had
mixed emotions about the meet.
"I saw a lot of good things like
Herb Voss' ~ 85 porr .lel horse,
Gregg Upperman's 11.75 rings
and Mar~ Ulmer's 9.6 vault,"
Meade said. "But I was very
disappointed thai we lost to
Iowa because nnw, we're still a
fraction behinc! Iowa in our
region."
The Salukis have beaten Iowa
three times this year. Iowa is
averaging 278.30, just 0.16
better than the 14-2 Salukis.
There are six teams who c!osOO
the season averaging better
than the Salukis, two of them in
the Mideast Region, where the
Salukis are from. They are 01. .0
State, woo has the second-best
average in the nation at 2'79.61;
and Iowa, with the sixth-best
average.
Other
teams
averaging better than SIU-C
are: No. 1 UCLA (280), No.3 Salukl David Lutterman took sixth at the nlinols Open last wePlcend
Nebraska (279.47), No.4 Penn with a 55.80 score. SJU-C placed third at the meet.
State (279) and No.5 Oklahoma

Tarpley's two key free throws
in the rinal minute gave
Michigan, 22-10, a 76-75 lead.
Virginia Tech called time out
with 42 seconds left and again
will.' 26 seconds remaini!Jg to set
up a chance at a winning field
goal.
With 19 seconds left, guard
Tim Lewis missed a 15·foot
jump shot.

crown.

"Maybe we were overconfident heading into the
floor," Vogel said. '''They i~l
that the flnor is their best event.
"We went out to survive the
beam. We survived the beam. It
could've blown us out of the
meet."
Ala bama rolled into the
regional meet with a 181.20
average !lnd the No. 2 seed,
behind IncHana State, 181.30.

Meade said that the next
couple weeks will be s~nt
preparing for the N AA
Championships. Meade said he
is also looking for recruits for
next year's team, for he will be
losin~ Voss, Levy, Ke..-in
M81ellta and Murph Melton to
graduation.

"They (the Salukis) did not
have the sarue confidence as
Alabama, because Alabama
knaws it can win," Vcgel said.
"We knew we coujcf win if
Alabama blew three events."

However, Alabama was the
meet favorite, and even though
Patty Rice (Alabama's top
gymnast) would only perform
on the ufleven parallel bars,
Alabama's gymnasts were
confident before the meet and
were just waiting to hit their
routines.

But .Alabama did not blow
three. events.
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- Gyros
- Shish Kabob

I

,Any Ticket Entryl

I

-7 HP Rear Tine
-Heavy Duty Engine
-Chain Drive
-2 Forward Speeds
-Power Reverse
Regular $1060

Now Only $948
Offer good til April 15

All moclel. on sale

9~~

(4·6PM)

fifth.

Upperman performed allaround for the flrst time this
year, scoring a 55.40, which
placed him seventh. Charles
Lakes, Illinois all-arounder,
won the all-around with a 57.15.
Saluki David Lutterman placed
sixth with a 55.80 and John LPvy
placed 12th with a 53.10. Brian
Babeock, SIU·C assistant
coach. scored a 55.95 and placed

NATIONALS from Page 20
The Salukis stumbled on their
second event of the day, the
noor exercise, where they
seored just 41.55 points. Vogel
said his gymnasts consider the
noor exercise to be their
strongest event. And after
performing adequately on the
beam (42.25), it appeared Sn:-e
might have given Alabana
competit:on for the regional

Gav-'!len Tiller
Preseason
Special

Free Champagne for Ladies

(278.99).

The meet in Champaign did
have some top individual
performances by the Salukis.
Voss's 9.85 pommel horse score
wa', his best ever. The same
goes for Ulmer's 9.60 vault and
Upperman's
9.75
rings.
Lawrence Williamson scored a
9.7 on the floor exercise and
Upperman scored a 9.6 on the
high bar.
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Steele pleased with men's finish

o LOWEST PRICE COPIES IN'rOWN 6

By Scott Rich

~

pionshiT)S n.::tched iheir 1983
S~ff Writer
perionnnnce.
"One of our goals this season
The SIU-C men's swimming was to improve on our record
team with five individuals board, and we did a good job of
receiving All-American honors, that at the NCAAs," Steele said.
used a combination of school- "I'd be willing to put our
record and hfetime-bP.st swims ~ords up against any school in
to finish in a 12th-place tie at I..!le the nation."
NCAA champiC'nships, which
Two of the school records that
concluded
Saturday
at Steele can boast about were set
Cie...eland.
by All-American Gary BrinkThe Salulrls, ranked No. 12 in man during the NCAA meet.
pre-NCAA polls, scored 35 Brinkman fmished fifth in the
poU.lts in the meet to finish tied 1,6.lO freestyl\! with a time of
with Alabama. Both were far 15:05.36, surpassing the old
behind Florida's meet-winning record by nearly 11 seconds. He
287.5 points.
also finished fifth in Cae 500 free
"1m very p!eased with our with a time of 4:20.4, four
(NCAA)
fmish,"
men's seconds under Roger Vonswimming Coach Bob Steele Jouanne's $chool-record and
said. "WE: 've had one hell of a tbree seconds under bis
season."
lifetime-best.
The Saluki men ~ted a 7-1
Brinkman ...lid he was
dual-meet record this season pleased with his two frfth-place
and captured their S(!Cond con- finishes.
Brinkman notch a third
secutive National Independent
Cha..npions!rlp. Their No. 12 school-record by swimming the
finish in thp NCAA cham- 1,000 free in 9:04.8. nearly four

seconds under the old record.
Steele was ecstatic with
Brinkman's performance.
"Gary swam a really great
1,650. He l!Ipped everyone in his
heat," Ste\!le said.
Anderz Grillhammar also
made All-American honors with
his pertonnance in tbe 1,650
free. Griill:a.rnmar was seventh
in the event with a time of
15 :06.84. He finished 16th in the
500 free. Both of GrillhaUlmar's
times set school records.
The 800 free relay team of

Hitting carries Lindsey
to GCAC softball award

1:37.90.

By Dan Devine
Staff Writer
SbortstopTonya Lindsey, who
will take a .565 batting average
into a borne doubleheader
Tuesday, weather permitting,
was named the Gateway Player
of the Week on Monday.
Lindsey had five hits in seven
at bats and scored two runs as
SIU-C split games against 10diana and Bradley Saturday.
Wet ~ds mayor may not
force cancellation of a pair of
scrimmage games against
Lincoln
Junior
College
Tuesday. The softball iliamond,
which has been covered by a
'-Io-sioce Friday, will be dry
enough, depending If it rained
Monday night. SIU-C is 2-6.
Lindsey is leading the
Gateway in hitting, and has
triggered ta~ Saluki attack
from her leadoff SlJut Sbe bas 13
hits <no one else on the ~'lIJl bas
more than five), two doubles, a
triple, and bas scored four of
her team's nine runs.
"Right now she's bitting
everything they throw against
her," said SIU-C softball COt\lch
Kay Brecbtelsbauer.
Pam FJens has been the other
bali of the SIU-C offense. She
bas two doubles, a triple and
four RBI. The rest of the Saluki
lineup bas been mostly invisible
- the team bas scored only nine
runs it! eight games - and SlUe is bitting just .184.
Brecbtelsbauer saitt a tough
schedule and some bad luck
have stymied her offense so far.
She bad her team concentrating
s~u-C SALUKI
TRAP & SKEET CLUB
MEETING

on work in the batting cages
Monday, as wet grounds kept
the team in Davies Gym.
The travails of right fielder
Kelly Nelis are symptomatic of
the Saluki bitting woes. Nelis
bas just one hit, a bunt single, in
19 at bats.
"She's been struggling but
sbe's bit some bullets," said
Brechtelsbauer. "I'm just
hoping they start to fall in."
TueSday's scrimmage games
will not be offical games, so
B~htelsbauer said she will
juggle her lineup a bit, both to
give some players a chance to
play and also to develop SOII!e
del)th and versatility.
.
third baseman Kathy Freske
may see action at second base,
second baseman Sandy Wasfey
may play some third base, and
second baseman Susan Jones
may fmd berseH in the outfield.
"Nothing .major," said
Brecbtelsbauer. "We're just
going to make some adjustments. "
After Tuesday's games, the
Salukis won't play until next

TO:

g~ilfua~~~r
d HaJ:::?!:i
Sjoholm made All-American
hOilors br. fmishing ninth in the
event With a time of 6:35.04,
another SIU-C record.
Hakanson swam a lifetimebest, scbool~urd split in the
400 medley relay with a time of
43.60. The 400 medley team
finished 14th in the meet, 2.5
s(!coDds off the scoring pace.
Habn turned in another
school-record relay split in the
200 free relay, with a time of

U
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LAY A SOLID fOUNDATION FOR
YOUR ENGINEERING CAREER
The Air Force has positions available
for qualified college seniors & graduates
as electrical, aeronautical, nuclear and
architectural engineering officers.
An Air Force officer search team will
conduct interviews on the StU campus
March 28 & 29 for those interested in
becoming Air Force En9in~.!ring Officers.
The recruiting team ..... i11 be avo.ilat.: ..
from 9am-4pm in the StU Student Center's
Saline Room. For more information or
to set up appointment call your Air Force
Officer Recruiter:

IIVQlT

457-3664

1811.1tZU
.-..0 UP

OFF~
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6 VOlT SIZES FROM $8.91

ASSOCIATED

Those with 2 or more years of
school remaining should call

Air Force ROTC at 453.2481.
o

~

call ..7-iM4 M'IORO

=tead~;n a~oJt:!as~

Missouri. Brecbtelsbauer said
she probably wouldn't try to
arrange a game or two this
weekend to make up for the
three games the team lost last
weekend when rain and w~t
grounds forced the SaJuki invitational to be canceled.
The Gateway Conference
sea5fAl starts April 6 for the
Sa1ukis
with
a
bome
doubleheader against Wichita
State.

.,.- ~~
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Wednesday. March
Student Recreation Center
Conference Room
7-9 p.m.
Films on trap and
skeet shooting will

be shown.
for more Information.
plea. . contact
David Diller I

457-1063

lEWIS PARK STUDY BREAK!
Lewis Parll Apartments will be acceptin~ applications for the '84-'85
school year March 22nd
-12 month .rates
• fully carpeted
• Drapes
- Convenient location
• Appliances
- Swimmin~ pool and 2 tennis cour~
fU'!NISHED

UNfURNISHED

One bedroom.
Two bedroom (4 person) ..
four bedroom.

'296

'230

488
550

398
480

800 East Grand • 457-0446
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Wildcats, Hoyas
awaiting physical
semifinal matchup

Olajll'won to lead
Houston against
surprising Virginia

By the Ass'..ciated Press

By the Associated Press

No. 3 Kt'ntucky I limping but hap;-y to still be
prac'icing a!ter a battle with lliioois tor thf NCAA
Mideast crow", focused Monday on what
promises to be an even more physical game
against No. 2 Georgetown in the national
semifiIlf Is Saturc'.ay.
The game in Seattle will feature Kentucky's
"Twin Towel'S" -7-1 Sam Bowie and 6-11 Melvin
Turpin - against Georgetown's 7-foot center
Patrick Ewing and matches up two intimidating
teams.
Point guard Dicky Beal, with a black eye after
taking an elbow from Bowie under the basket,
said he believes the dogfight against. lllinois that
ended •....ith the Wildcats, 29-4, a 54-51 winner wa.<I a
gnod warmup for the bruising Hoyas.
"That was one of the most physical games I've
ever played in," he said. "We're going to be well·
prepared."
Bowie, who twisted his left ankle in the final
minute of the game, and forward Kenny Walker,
who strained his Achilles tendon in the fU"St half,
both soaked, taped up and practiced lightly
Monday ..
Coach Joe B. Hall said the Hoyas' full~ourt and
half~ourt pres8es, their defensive diversity and
their depth present the most problems for his
Southeastern Con.ference champions.
"They never let up. Most teams, it gets to them
after a while. I hope wp can withstand the same
type of pressure and maybe apply some of our
own " Hall said.
C~n Bowie and Turpin nullify Ewing's
rebounding and shot-blocking prowess?
"N" one's done that successfully all year. But he
hasn't faced Sam and Melvin together," Hall said.
"We present a lot of problems for any team. There
are things they have to worry about too, and
Bowie and Turpin are certainly two of them."
Bowie saJd be didn't necessarily expect a
bruising game.
"Yes, Georgetown is a physical team, but at the
same bme they have a lot of finesse in their
game," he said. "When you start talking about
Georgetown, you have to compliment them before
you criticize them_ Bas.\etbaIl is a physical game
and sometimes things happeu dowri low under the
bucket that are really not intentiooal."
Georgetown is beaded for Seattle, making their
second bip in three years to the Final Four of the
NCAA basketball tournament.
Georgetown posted a 61-49 victory over Dayton
Sunclay in Los Angeles to capture the NCAA West
Rc~ional championship, then headed to seattle.
"U'll be a whale of a game," Dayton Coach Don
Donoher of the Georgetown-Kentucky matcllup.
"I know I'll be in my seat early."
~.ieorgetown held Dayton's star forward,
Roosevelt Chapman, to 13 points on 10 shots.
Olapman had SCiln!d !KJ pointll in NCAA victories
over Louisiana State, Oklahoma and Washington.
"Ewing's very mammoth. He's like an octopus;
be's hands 211 over," Chapman said. "Georgetown
makes a big difference in your game style
because yOlt have to arc your shots higher.
"For a guy like myself, who likes to jump in the
air and use hanK time, it was veI"y difficult. He
really changed my game around, wid I guess jf he
hadn't it might have been a diifenmt story"
Chapman said.
'
Georgetown Coach Jobn Thompson said be was
"as nervous as I've ever been before a ball game.
.. because it was kind of difficult to oIay a game
that leads you to the Final Four, anato play that
game to prevent from losing."
Ewing, the regional's most valuable player,
scored a team-mgh 15 points.

The Houston Cougars could not make their free
throws and forward Michael Young's patented
jump shot misfired, But 7-foot Akeem Olajuwon
was all the fifth-ranked COUJi!r.rs needed to advance to the NCAA Final Four basketball
cb"1mpionfhips ft'r the third straight year.
• he Cougars returned home Monday to begin
preparations for Saturday's battle against
Virginia in Seattle in the tournament semifinals,
and they'll likely spend plenty of time at the freethrow line.
When Virginia Coach Terry Holland learned the
Cavaliers had won an NCAA tournament bid
despite a 17-11 record, he said, "Thank the 1.6.-1.
We've got a chance."
He can thank his mix of a freshman cent<!r, a
former walk-on, a 24-year-old transfer, one guard
wbo spent the first three games on suspension and
another listed at :>--fO<.t-l0 who looks more like 5-6
that the Final Fou~'-bound Cavs now have a
chance at the title.
Houston followed a familiar trend in Sunday's
68-63 victory over Wake Forest in the Midwest
~onal finals, hitting only 10 of 21 free thro\\o-s.
"Some nights we hit free throws and hit free
Sialf Photo hv Seott Shaw throws and hit free throws, JUld some nights we
miss free throws and miss free throws," said
SIU-C's Michelle Spillman failed to quaHly for the NCAA cham- guard Alvin Franklin, who hit five of his six free
shots.
pionship meei by just .10 points.
The Cougars missed what could have been
crucial free throws in the closing minutes against
the Deacons, but Olajllwon's dominating per·
formance made Houston's fizzle at the free throw
line academic.
Olajuwon hit 14 of 16 sho\3 fr'om the field for 29
points and grabbed 12 rebounds.
Although Olajuwon lifted his self-imposed vow
of silence following Sunday's game, most of the
talk
was about the 7-foot Nigerian's performance.
based
upon
the
gymnast's
By Jim Lexa
season average (whicb cO'.mts
Anthony Teachey, who bied to guard Olajuwon
Sports Edit...
as one-third of the qualifying said: "He's the best center I've played against."
Young, Houston's most consistent scorer
Wben
Saluki
gymnast score) and re~ional score
thrlJUghout the regular season, could not explain
Michelle Spillman fell off the (which counts for two-thirds of
his sudden slump. He hit oo.1y 5 of 22 shots in the
balance beam en route to an 8.0 the qualifying score).
SpfllmaD's season average
Midwest semiImals against Memphis State and
mark at the Ceiltral Regional
meet Saturday at Columbia, was 37.5375. At the Central was seven of 18 against Wake Forest.
Mo., nobody knew just how Regional, she scored jmt 35.85,
"Never in my life bave t shot that poorly,"
iro~rtant that fall would be. although it was good enough for
A.fter a clay of calculating and fifth-place. Spillman's fall off Young said. "I don't know wdat the problem was.
comparing individual all- the beam cost bel' a 0.5 penalty. ~J:~ :~~m~!:h~ique. Maybe I was thinking
ar~d scores, S~n came. With the 0.5 added to her score,
up Just 0.10 pomts sbort of her NCAA qualifying average
Virginia, after four years of surprising
qualifying for an at-large bid to would bave been 36.7458, which
everyone by not winning a championship with 7-4
the NCAA championship meet would have passed Carter's
center
Ralph Sampson, now surprises everyone
lOth-place average.
at too Angeles April 6-7.
Spillman was upset at not by booking tickets to Seattle the year after
Spillman's average of 36.4125
ranked 12th on the list for one of qualifying, and she tried to Sampson turned pro.
Virginia, 21·11, IS the losingest team to advance
the 10 at·large berths available. shake off her disappointment at
Sbe is the only individual practice Monday wi~.b a laugh to the Final Four since Bradley dragged 12 losses
to the !w.mifinals in 1954. They added four to tilt'
gymnast from the Central that let her sorrow be heard.
Saluk. Coach Herb Vogel said win column during the tournament by beating
Region to make the list.
Spillman did qualify as one of that not qualifying lIlay be the lona, Arkansas, Syracuse and Indiana.
The Cavs will be underdogs again Saturday
two alternates for the NCAA best thing for Spillman at this
against Houston; they IGoiIt to the Cougars 74-65
meet, though. If two individual1'l stage in her career.
"It may be motivation in Feb. 18 in one of their two oon~nference defeats.
become injured before Mmday,
But then Houston lost to North Carolina State in
Spillrr:an will be notified by the terms of what has to be done for
NCAA gymnastics committee her in the future," Vogel said. 1983 in the final game when the Wolfpack scored
with
two seconds left.
"A
great
deal
has
to
'oe
done
;I!
that she is eligible for the NCAA
The comparison between the two Atlantic Coast
championship, otherwise her improving her weak event
teams began as sooa Virginia won the
Conference
<beam}.
Tbat's
her
Achilles'
season is over.
East Regional.
Oregoo State's Laurie Carter beel."
SIU.c claimed second in the
claimed the loth spot with a
Trouble with the comparison is that N.C. State
36.5125 average, wbile Pitt- Central Regional witb 173.55
sburgh's Lisa Shirk led all in· p')ints, finisbing well behind came into last year's tournament carrying the
ACC flag; Virginia was ousted in the first game of
dividuals with a 37.6041 Alabama, 180.50.
average.
the tournament by Wake Forest, which lost to
Individual averages are ~ NATIONALS, Page 18
Houston Sunday.

SpillInan fo,lls short
of qualifying berth

Baltimore has depth for pennant chase
By tile Associated F'reH

What are Joe Altobelli and the
B8Itimore Orioles going to do for an

encore?

.

''1'be 1983 season was -. tremendous
one," said Altobelli, who managed the
Orioles to the world championship in
his fmt year as Earl Weaver's successor.
That was last year. Tbis y-:ar z
Altobelli is talking like an establisnea
skipper, saying, "Every club in the
American League E~st has improved
itself during the off-seaIlOD."
He's almost right. Row the New York
Yankees have improved by losing
Goose Gossage and George Frazier
from their bullpen is uncertain. But the
list of improved clubs includes
Baltim..... _
Page _, Daily Egyptian, Mareb '17, 1984

''We have strengthened our club at
third base with the additioo oj Wayne
Gross and added depth to our pitching
with the aC3uSitiOn - of Tom Underwood .. sai Altobelli.
Tbe Orioles have power-hitting
superstars at shortstop. (AL most
valuable player Cal Ripken Jr.> and
first base (Eddie Murral >, but they will
go as far as their pitching takes them.
Last year it took them all the way
despite injuries. They have a rotatioo of
Scott McGregor, Mike Boddicker, Mike
Flanagan and Storm Davis. Tippy
Martinez imd Sammy Stewart give a
left-rigbt relief punch, and Rick
Dempsey, the World St!ries MVP, is one
of the game's top catchers.
As for "role" players, Gross will
platoon with Todd Cruz at third (second
baseman Rich Dauer completes an

infield that rarely makes a mistake).
ThO! left field platoon of John Lowenstein and Gary Roenicke had 35 home
r.uns and 1~1 RBI in 1983, while Al
Bumbry and John Shelby in center
scored 125 runs. Jim DRYer and Dan
Ford will split 'right - talented Mike
Young could cballenge - and Ken
Singleton is the DH.
The Detroit TIgers finished six games
bebiDd Baltim...e with the third-best
record in the majors last year. And
after acquiring DarreD Evans for first
base puncb and Willie Hernandez for
the bullpen, the Tigers have "our
strongest t'veryday lineup in ... I'
smootb blt'nd of youth and maturity
with Evans, (second baseman) Lou
Whitaker and (sbortstop) Alan
TrammeD in the infield and Lance
Parrish behind the plate," Manager

Sparky Anderson says.

Whitaker and TramraeD both hit over
.300 - the first time l! k~one combination did that in the AL'since 1949 and won Gold Gloves. Parrish drove in
114 runs and threw out a higher rate of
runners trying to steal than any other

~~~:~reL!h1in~:nnfi~id a:~~=~
'The questions are at third base and

right Jield_

The pitching starts "ith 2O-game
winner Jack Morris, and Dan Petry
who woo 19, but Milt Wilcox and Juan
Berenguer must come through. Hernandez joins Aurelio Lopez and Dave
Rotzema in the bullpen.
The Yanks are a team to watch,
although mostly off the field.

